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#HILDCARE IS FOR #HILDREN
  )NTRODUCTION
   7HEN THE .ATIONAL !SSEMBLY FOR 7ALES WAS CREATED IN  
CENTRAL 'OVERNMENT HAD RECENTLY PUBLISHED A GROUNDBREAKING  
.ATIONAL #HILDCARE 3TRATEGY 4HAT 3TRATEGY RECOGNISED THE NEED FOR A STEP 
CHANGE IN THE AVAILABILITY OF CHILDCARE  FOR CHILDREN FOR PARENTS AND FOR 
THE ECONOMY )T RECOGNISED THAT CHILDCARE NEEDED TO BE LOCALLY ACCESSIBLE 
AFFORDABLE AND OF GOOD QUALITY AND INTRODUCED PARTNERSHIPS BETWEEN THE 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT CHILDCARE PROVIDERS AND OTHER AGENCIES TO PLAN FOR AN 
EXPANSION IN CHILDCARE
   )N  THE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT DECIDED TO REVIEW THE OPERATION OF 
THE .ATIONAL #HILDCARE 3TRATEGY IN 7ALES &OLLOWING A TASK FORCE REPORT THE 
#HILDCARE !CTION 0LAN PUBLISHED IN  SET OUT THE PERSPECTIVE THAT CHILDREN 
SHOULD BE AT THE HEART OF CHILDCARE POLICY IN 7ALES
   )N  THE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT FORMED A NEW #HILDCARE 7ORKING 
'ROUP CHAIRED BY THE THEN $EPUTY -INISTER FOR %CONOMIC $EVELOPMENT 
AND 4RANSPORT "RIAN 'IBBONS IN ORDER TO BUILD ON THE IMPLEMENTATION 
OF THE PRINCIPLES OF THE #HILDCARE !CTION 0LAN 4HE 'ROUP PROVIDED A 
SUBSTANTIAL REPORT WITH  RECOMMENDATIONS 4HIS 3TRATEGY DOCUMENT IS THE 
!SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENTS RESPONSE TO THAT REPORT
   -ANY PARENTS WILL NEED OR WANT TO ENTRUST THEIR CHILDREN TO OTHERS 
SO THAT THEY CAN WORK OR STUDY )N THIS SITUATION 'OVERNMENT HAS A ROLE 
IN ENSURING THAT THE CHILDCARE PARENTS USE IS SAFE AND PROVIDES THE BEST 
POSSIBLE DEVELOPMENT FOR THEIR CHILDREN )T CAN USE ITS RESOURCES STRATEGICALLY 
TO ENSURE THAT CHILDCARE IS OF GOOD QUALITY BUT ALSO AVAILABLE LOCALLY AT AN 
AFFORDABLE PRICE
   4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT HAS THE VISION OF CHILDCARE AS PART OF THE 
MODERN WELFARE STATE AVAILABLE TO ALL PARENTS WHO NEED IT #HILDCARE WILL BE 
DELIVERED BY QUALIFIED PROFESSIONALS DEDICATED TO SERVING THE DEVELOPMENT 
NEEDS OF THE CHILDREN IN THEIR CARE
   #HILDCARE CAN COME DIRECTLY FROM STATE PROVISION  FOR EXAMPLE AS EARLY 
YEARS EDUCATION WITHIN NURSERY SCHOOLS FROM PRIVATE PROVISION  FOR EXAMPLE 
CHILDMINDERS AND NURSERIES OR FROM VOLUNTARY COMMITMENT  FOR EXAMPLE 
PLAYGROUPS OR OUT OF SCHOOL CLUBS MANAGED THROUGH VOLUNTEER COMMITTEES
   'OVERNMENT MUST ENSURE ALL THESE SECTORS COMPLEMENT EACH OTHER SO 
AS TO CREATE A JOINED UP CHILDCARE SERVICE OFFERING CHILDREN THE BEST POSSIBLE 
START IN LIFE
   4HE #HILDCARE 3TRATEGY MUST SUPPORT THREE BROAD INTERRELATED OBJECTIVES
s  4O ENSURE THAT ALL CHILDCARE SUPPORTS THE DEVELOPMENTAL NEEDS OF 
CHILDREN IN 7ALES
s  4O ENSURE THAT CHILDCARE IS WIDELY AVAILABLE AND AFFORDABLE TO  
ENABLE PARENTS TO TRAIN OR WORK AND THUS RAISE LEVELS OF ECONOMIC 
ACTIVITY IN 7ALES
s  4O PROVIDE CHILDCARE SO THAT PARENTS CAN HAVE FLEXIBILITY AND 
CHOICE IN HOW THEY BALANCE FAMILY WORK AND OTHER COMMITMENTS 
WITHIN THEIR LIVES AND IN DOING SO PROMOTE GENDER EQUALITY WITHIN 
THE WORKFORCE
   !S WITH THE EARLIER #HILDCARE !CTION 0LAN THIS 3TRATEGY WILL SEE THE 
OBJECTIVE FOR CHILDRENS DEVELOPMENT AS PARAMOUNT NOT LEAST BECAUSE IT SEES 
INVESTMENT IN CHILDCARE AS DELIVERING SIGNIFICANT LONG TERM RETURNS TO SOCIETY
   4HERE HAS BEEN CONSIDERABLE EXPANSION OF CHILDCARE IN RECENT YEARS  
7ITH ,OTTERY SUPPORT MORE THAN  OUT OF SCHOOL CHILDCARE PLACES WERE 
CREATED BETWEEN  AND  7HILE NOT ALL OF THESE WERE REQUIRED TO 
BE REGISTERED THE OVERALL NUMBER OF REGISTERED CHILDCARE PLACES FOR CHILDREN 
AGED UNDER  HAS INCREASED BY NEARLY  BETWEEN -ARCH  AND 
-ARCH  4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT HAS DELIVERED ON ITS COMMITMENT 
TO A FREE HALF TIME TERM TIME EDUCATION PLACE FOR ALL THREE YEAR OLDS 
   (OWEVER CHILDCARE CONTINUES TO FACE MANY CHALLENGES &OR EXAMPLE
s  4HE PROVISION OF CHILDCARE REMAINS UNEVEN ACROSS 7ALES
s  !REAS OF HIGH POVERTY FACING PARTICULAR DEFICIENCY
s  7ITH THE END OF LOTTERY FUNDING FOR OUT OF SCHOOL CHILDCARE 
EXPANSION OF PLACES IS FALTERING
s  3OME POTENTIAL NEW PROVIDERS FIND THE BARRIERS TO START UP 
BOTH REGULATORY AND FINANCIAL DAUNTING
s  0ROVIDERS REPORT A CHALLENGE IN RECRUITING TRAINING AND RETAINING 
SUFFICIENT QUALIFIED STAFF   
s  $ESPITE SUPPORT FROM THE 7ORKING 4AX #REDIT AND THE TAX 
ADVANTAGES OF EMPLOYER PROVIDED VOUCHERS IT CAN BE DIFFICULT FOR 
SOME PROVIDERS TO GAIN SUFFICIENT INCOME FOR SUSTAINABILITY AT THE 
REQUIRED LEVEL OF QUALITY
   4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT IS ALREADY TAKING ACTION TO MEET 
THESE CHALLENGES
s  )T HAS SECURED a MILLION OVER THREE YEARS FROM %UROPEAN 3TRUCTURAL 
&UNDS FOR CHILDCARE
s  )T HAS COMMITTED SUBSTANTIAL RESOURCES FOR A UNIQUE PROGRAMME OF 
FREE CHILDCARE AND FAMILY SUPPORT  h&LYING 3TARTv
s  4HE #YMORTH GRANT SCHEME IS RECEIVING INCREASED FUNDING AND PART 
OF THAT FUNDING IS NOW RING FENCED FOR CHILDCARE
s  )T IS USING THE FORTHCOMING #HILDCARE "ILL TO PLACE A STATUTORY DUTY 
ON ,OCAL !UTHORITIES TO SECURE SUFFICIENT CHILDCARE IN ALL AREAS
s  )T HAS TAKEN OVER LEADERSHIP OF THE #7,7- %QUAL 0ROJECT 
WHICH BRINGS A NUMBER OF CHILDCARE DEVELOPMENT INTERESTS TOGETHER 
TO TACKLE CHILDCARE CHALLENGES IN PARTNERSHIP WITH AN ADDITIONAL 
a MILLION OVER TWO YEARS
   4HIS DOCUMENT SETS OUT IN MORE DETAIL HOW THE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT 
WILL TACKLE THE CHALLENGES IN THE COMING YEARS SO THAT OUR CHILDREN 
HAVE THE FLYING START IN LIFE THEY DESERVE )T FOLLOWS THE STRUCTURE OF THE 
#HILDCARE 7ORKING 'ROUPS REPORT AND ADDRESSES THE RECOMMENDATIONS 
WITHIN ITS CONTENT
   #HILDCARE WITH CHILDREN AT THE CENTRE
   4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT HAS ADOPTED SEVEN #ORE !IMS FOR CHILDREN 
AND YOUNG PEOPLE 4HESE #ORE !IMS ARE BASED ON THE 5. #ONVENTION ON 
THE 2IGHTS OF THE #HILD AND AS SUCH CAN BE SEEN AS ENTITLEMENTS FOR CHILDREN 
AND YOUNG PEOPLE THAT WE SHOULD STRIVE TO MEET 4HE #ORE !IMS ARE TO
s  %NSURE THAT ALL CHILDREN HAVE A FLYING START IN LIFE AND THE BEST 
POSSIBLE BASIS FOR THEIR FUTURE GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
s  %NSURE THAT ALL CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE HAVE ACCESS TO 
A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF EDUCATION TRAINING AND LEARNING 
OPPORTUNITIES INCLUDING ACQUISITION OF ESSENTIAL PERSONAL AND 
SOCIAL SKILLS
s  %NSURE THAT ALL CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE ENJOY THE BEST POSSIBLE 
PHYSICAL AND MENTAL SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL HEALTH INCLUDING 
FREEDOM FROM ABUSE VICTIMISATION AND EXPLOITATION
s  %NSURE THAT ALL CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE HAVE ACCESS TO PLAY 
LEISURE SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
s  %NSURE THAT ALL CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE ARE LISTENED TO 
TREATED WITH RESPECT AND ARE ABLE TO HAVE THEIR RACE AND CULTURAL 
IDENTITY RECOGNISED
s  %NSURE PROVISION OF A SAFE HOME AND A COMMUNITY THAT SUPPORTS 
PHYSICAL AND EMOTIONAL WELLBEING
s  %NSURE THAT ALL CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE ARE NOT DISADVANTAGED 
BY CHILD POVERTY
   4HROUGH THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHILDCARE WE CAN SUPPORT ALL THESE AIMS
s  'OOD QUALITY CHILDCARE ENSURES A FLYING START IN LIFE BY PROVIDING 
PROFESSIONAL CARE BASED ON INTERNATIONAL BEST PRACTICE
s  #HILDCARE SUPPORTS LEARNING  EARLY DEVELOPMENTAL LEARNING WITH THE 
VERY YOUNGEST CHILDREN INFORMAL PLAY BASED LEARNING OR ACCREDITED 
EARLY YEARS EDUCATION FOR THREE YEAR OLDS AND LEARNING THROUGH PLAY 
WITHIN OUT OF SCHOOL CLUBS 7E ALSO HAVE A RESPONSIBILITY TO SUPPORT 
THE CHILDCARE NEEDS OF STUDENTS IN SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
s  #HILDCARE SUPPORTS THE HEALTHY DEVELOPMENT OF CHILDREN !CTIVE PLAY 
IS ONE OF THE BEST OPPORTUNITIES FOR CHILDREN TO HAVE EXERCISE AND 
IS ENCOURAGED IN GOOD QUALITY CHILDCARE )N REGULATED CHILDCARE 
FOOD PROVIDED IS REQUIRED TO BE WELL PREPARED AND NUTRITIOUS 
'OOD HYGIENE IS PROMOTED ! RANGE OF ACTIVITIES AND SENSITIVITY 
TO INDIVIDUAL NEEDS PROMOTE THE EMOTIONAL HEALTH OF THE CHILD 
%VERY REGULATED SETTING HAS CHILD PROTECTION PROCEDURES IN PLACE 
WHICH ARE SHARED WITH PARENTS 4HIS INCLUDES A REQUIREMENT 
THAT A TRAINED MEMBER OF STAFF HAS SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITY FOR 
CHILD PROTECTION
s  #HILDCARE MUST BE OPEN TO THE DIVERSITY OF CHILDREN IN 7ALES AND 
RESPECTFUL OF DIFFERENT CULTURAL TRADITIONS 7ELSH MEDIUM CHILDCARE 
IN PARTICULAR HAS A SPECIAL ROLE IN PROTECTING THE 7ELSH LANGUAGE 
AND CULTURE
s  #HILDCARE IS OFTEN ROOTED IN COMMUNITY ENTERPRISE 0LAYGROUPS AND 
OUT OF SCHOOL CLUBS ARE OFTEN MANAGED BY PARENTS AND HELP BRING 
COMMUNITIES TOGETHER TO SUPPORT CHILDREN
s  #HILDCARE CAN OFFER PARENTS NEW OPPORTUNITIES TO ACCESS 
TRAINING AND WORK AND THUS LIFT FAMILIES OUT OF POVERTY !T THE 
SAME TIME AN INVESTMENT IN GOOD QUALITY EARLY YEARS SERVICES 
CAN OPEN THE OPPORTUNITIES FOR CHILDREN TO BREAK THE CYCLE OF 
DEPRIVATION 4HIS 3TRATEGY OUTLINES A NUMBER OF WAYS THAT THE 
!SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT IS CONCENTRATING RESOURCES FOR CHILDCARE 
ON OUR DISADVANTAGED COMMUNITIES )T COMPLEMENTS THE 
!SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENTS #HILD 0OVERTY 3TRATEGY h! &AIR &UTURE 
FOR OUR #HILDRENv AND THE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN CURRENTLY 
BEING DEVELOPED BY THE $EPUTY -INISTER FOR 3OCIAL *USTICE 
AND 2EGENERATION   
s  #HILDCARE FACILITIES IN FURTHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS CAN HELP PARENTS 
TO ACCESS LEARNING BY PROVIDING NURSERY AND CRÒCHE FACILITIES  
)NSTITUTIONS MAY CURRENTLY USE A PROPORTION OF THE CAPITAL FUNDING 
THEY RECEIVE FROM %,7A TO SUPPORT THE DEVELOPMENT AND EXPANSION 
OF CHILDCARE FACILITIES AND FROM !PRIL  WILL BE ABLE TO MAKE 
PROPOSALS SPECIFICALLY FOR IMPROVING THESE FACILITIES 7HERE NEW BUILD 
OR &% EXPANSION TAKES PLACE IT WOULD BE GOOD PRACTICE TO TAKE INTO 
ACCOUNT CHILDCARE FACILITIES FROM THE OUTSET AND THIS CAN AS IN THE 
NEW LIFELONG LEARNING CAMPUS AT %BBW 6ALE FORM AN IMPORTANT PART 
OF THE BUSINESS CASE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
! h&LYING 3TARTv
   4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT IS CONSULTING SEPARATELY ON A NEW 
INITIATIVE FOR THE YOUNGEST CHILDREN IN DISADVANTAGED AREAS h&LYING 3TARTv 
IS FIRMLY BASED ON INTERNATIONAL AND 5+ EVIDENCE ON HOW BEST TO SUPPORT 
CHILDREN IN THEIR EARLIEST YEARS ESPECIALLY THOSE FACING POVERTY 7E HAVE 
ALREADY DELIVERED FREE PART TIME EDUCATION FOR THREE AND FOUR YEAR OLDS 
4HIS INITIATIVE AIMS TO BEGIN TO PROVIDE FREE PART TIME GOOD QUALITY CHILDCARE 
FOR TWO YEAR OLDS )NITIALLY THIS WILL BE PROVIDED IN PRIMARY SCHOOL CATCHMENT 
AREAS WHERE THERE IS A HIGH ELIGIBILITY FOR FREE SCHOOL MEALS
  "ELOW AGE THREE ESPECIALLY THERE IS NO MEANINGFUL DISTINCTION BETWEEN 
hEDUCATIONv AND hCAREv PROVIDING THAT THE CARE USES GOOD PRACTICE TO 
SUPPORT CHILDRENS SOCIAL PHYSICAL LANGUAGE AND INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
   h&LYING 3TARTv WILL ALSO ENCOURAGE ADDITIONAL HEALTH VISITING AND 
PARENTING SUPPORT PROGRAMMES THAT ARE WELL EVALUATED FOR THEIR IMPACT  
)NTEGRATION OF THESE ELEMENTS AND EXISTING SERVICES FOR THIS AGE GROUP 
PROVIDED THROUGH #YMORTH WILL BE ESSENTIAL 4HE FUNDING INCLUDES PROVISION 
FOR CAPITAL INVESTMENT TO CREATE MORE INTEGRATED CENTRES 4HESE WILL PROBABLY 
BE BASED ON THE SCHOOLS AT THE CENTRE OF THE AREAS TARGETED (OWEVER IT WILL 
BE IMPORTANT FOR LOCAL PARTNERS TO CREATE A WELL INTEGRATED PROGRAMME BASED 
ON SHARED INFORMATION AND MULTIAGENCY WORKING WHETHER OR NOT A PHYSICAL 
CENTRE EXISTS
)NCLUSION OF DISABLED CHILDREN
   4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT RECOGNISES THE CHALLENGES FACING DISABLED 
CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES 4HE #HILDCARE 7ORKING 'ROUP REPORT HIGHLIGHTS 
THE FINANCIAL PRESSURES AND THE RISKS OF SOCIAL ISOLATION 4HE REPORT ALSO 
HIGHLIGHTS EXAMPLES OF GOOD PRACTICE
.EATH 0ORT 4ALBOT 2EFERRAL AND !SSISTED 0LACES 3CHEME
'AM I 'AM AIMS TO PROMOTE AND ENCOURAGE THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
ACCESSIBILITY AND AFFORDABILITY OF A RANGE OF QUALITY AND INTEGRATED REGISTERED 
CHILDCARE AND PLAY PROVISION WHICH ENHANCES THE CARE LEARNING AND PLAY 
OPPORTUNITIES OF ALL CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE AGED  TO   YEARS	 
YEARS OF AGE WITHIN EVERY COMMUNITY FOR THOSE WHO NEED IT AND IN THE 
LANGUAGE OF THEIR CHOICES
4HE 2EFERRAL ELEMENT OF THE SCHEME ENABLES CHILDREN WITH SPECIFIC NEEDS 
TO ACCESS AND PARTICIPATE FULLY WITHIN A QUALITY REGISTERED CHILDCARE OR PLAY 
FACILITY 4HIS IS ACHIEVED BY PROVIDING FUNDING TO THE PROVIDER TO EMPLOY AN 
EXTRA PLAY WORKER TO ENSURE THE CHILDS NEEDS ARE MET IN PARTNERSHIP WITH 
PARENTS WISHES
4HE !SSISTED 0LACES ELEMENT ENABLES CHILDREN FROM FAMILIES ON LOW INCOME 
ANDOR IN RECEIPT OF CERTAIN BENEFITS TO ACCESS QUALITY REGISTERED CHILDCARE 
AND PLAY FACILITIES 0ARENTS ARE ABLE TO ACCESS FUNDS TO ASSIST WITH THE COST OF 
THE CHILDCARE FEE AND TRAVEL COSTS TO AND FROM THE FACILITY IF APPROPRIATE
4O DATE OVER  CHILDREN IN .EATH 0ORT 4ALBOT HAVE BENEFITED FROM THIS 
SCHEME 4HE KNOCK ON EFFECT AND BENEFITS INCLUDE  PARENTS FEELING THEY ARE 
BEING LISTENED TO THE PROVISION OF RESPITE FOR FAMILIES IN NEED CHILDREN WITH 
SPECIAL NEEDS ARE BEING IDENTIFIED EARLIER INITIALEARLIER INTERVENTION AND 
PREVENTATIVE MEASURES ARE HELPING TO REDUCE LONG TERM INTERVENTION AND 
THERE ARE VISIBLE SIGNS OF INCREASED COMMUNICATION AND IMPROVED PLANNING
'AM I 'AM IS FUNDED THROUGH THE #YMORTH GRANT SCHEME 
   7E UNDERSTAND THE FINANCIAL PRESSURE ON FAMILIES WITH DISABLED 
CHILDREN 4HE $EPARTMENT FOR 7ORK AND 0ENSIONS $70	 UNDERTAKE 
AN ANNUAL REVIEW UPRATING VARIOUS BENEFITS INCLUDING $ISABILITY ,IVING 
!LLOWANCE AND #ARERS !LLOWANCE LINKED TO THE 2ETAIL 0RICE )NDEX  
!LLOWANCES ARE PAID TO COVER THE ADDITIONAL COST FACED BY DISABLED PEOPLE IN 
THEIR CARE NEEDS #ARERS !LLOWANCE RECOGNISES THE NEED TO PROVIDE INCOME 
FOR CARERS AND PROVIDE THE OPTION TO COMBINE WITH EMPLOYMENT UP TO THE 
EARNING LIMIT  
   !CTION 4HE !SSEMBLY WILL CONTINUE A DIALOGUE WITH $70 IN MAKING 
THE CASE FOR EXTRA SUPPORT TO THE MOST VULNERABLE GROUPS
   4HE #ARERS AND %QUAL /PPORTUNITIES !CT  WILL BE IMPLEMENTED 
THIS SUMMER AND REQUIRES AUTHORITIES TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT IN THE ASSESSMENT 
THE CARERS WISH TO WORK 4HAT INCLUDES THE PARENTS OF DISABLED CHILDREN  
&UNDING FOR IMPLEMENTING THE !CT HAS BEEN MADE AVAILABLE TO AUTHORITIES 
THROUGH THE #ARERS 'RANT 
   4HE DRAFT .ATIONAL 3ERVICE &RAMEWORK .3&	 FOR #HILDREN 9OUNG 
0EOPLE AND -ATERNITY 3ERVICES POINTS TO THE NEED FOR JOINT TRAINING FOR 
PROFESSIONALS WHO WORK WITH DISABLED CHILDREN ON INCLUSION AND DUTIES UNDER 
THE $ISABILITY $ISCRIMINATION !CT 4HE NEW $ISABILITY $ISCRIMINATION !CT 
REQUIRES PUBLIC BODIES TO PROMOTE EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY IN DELIVERY OF ITS 
SERVICE AND MAKE @REASONABLE ADJUSTMENT FOR ACCESS FOR DISABLED PEOPLE
   'UIDANCE FOR THE #YMORTH GRANT SCHEME STRENGTHENS SUPPORT FOR 
DISABLED CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES REQUIRING PARTNERSHIPS TO BE PROACTIVE IN 
SUPPORTING THE INCLUSION OF DISABLED CHILDREN WITHIN ALL #YMORTH SERVICES  
   !CTION 4HE .3& WILL SET STANDARDS FOR INCLUSIVE PLAY AND THE 
!SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT WILL PUBLISH ON ITS WEBSITE EXEMPLAR PRACTICE OF 
INCLUSIVE CHILDCARE AND PLAY

   2EGULATION AND 1UALITY
2EGULATION OF CHILDCARE PROVIDERS
   4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT CREATED THE #ARE 3TANDARDS )NSPECTORATE 
FOR 7ALES #3)7	 IN  4HE #3)7 WORKS TO THE 2EGULATIONS AND  
.ATIONAL -INIMUM 3TANDARDS MADE BY THE .ATIONAL !SSEMBLY FOR 7ALES AND 
THE 7ELSH !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT RESPECTIVELY 4HIS ORGANISED REGULATION IS 
ON A CONSISTENT ALL 7ALES BASIS FOR THE FIRST TIME
   4HIS FRAMEWORK OF REGULATION ENSURES THAT CHILDREN ARE SAFE THAT 
PARENTS HAVE CLEAR CONTRACTS AND RECOURSE WHEN PROBLEMS ARISE AND THAT 
THE EXPERIENCES CHILDREN ENJOY IN CHILDCARE SATISFY A MINIMUM STANDARD 
OF QUALITY
   4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT HAS MAINTAINED CLOSE CONTACTS WITH 
REPRESENTATIVES OF CHILDCARE PROVIDERS SINCE THE #3)7 BEGAN AND 
DOES NOT PROPOSE TO MAKE ANY RADICAL CHANGES IN THE REGULATION AND 
INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS
   (OWEVER THE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT IS PLEASED TO NOTE THE ACTIONS 
THE #3)7 INTENDS TO TAKE TO ENSURE THE CHILDS EXPERIENCES ARE THE CENTRAL 
FOCUS OF REGULATION #3)7 HAS IN PLACE A  YEAR STRATEGY WHICH ALSO SEEKS TO 
REDUCE ANY UNNECESSARY ADMINISTRATIVE BURDENS ON PROVIDERS 0ILOT STUDIES OF 
NEW INSPECTION PROCEDURES STARTED IN -AY  4HE FIRST CHILDCARE SERVICE 
AREA PILOTED IS THE INSPECTION OF #HILDMINDERS #ONSULTATION ON THE REFORM 
HAS TAKEN PLACE WITH KEY REPRESENTATIVE ORGANISATIONS 
   !CTION #3)7S  YEAR STRATEGY WILL MAKE CHILDRENS EXPERIENCES THE 
CENTRAL FOCUS OF REGULATION AND REDUCE UNNECESSARY ADMINISTRATIVE BURDENS
1UALITY ASSURANCE
   7HILE THE #3)7 ENSURES THAT ONLY PROVIDERS MEETING THE REGULATIONS 
AND MINIMUM STANDARDS OPERATE WE WISH TO ENCOURAGE THE OVERALL QUALITY 
OF PROVISION TO RISE ABOVE THAT MINIMUM
   h1UALITYv CAN MEAN A VARIETY OF DIFFERENT THINGS )T CAN ENCOMPASS THE 
QUALIFICATIONS OR NUMBERS OF STAFF IN THE SETTING THE QUALITY OF INFORMATION 
GIVEN TO PARENTS OR A COMMITMENT TO CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT )T SHOULD 
ALSO ENCOMPASS THE NUTRITIONAL QUALITY OF FOOD PROVIDED TO CHILDREN 7HAT IS 
MOST DIFFICULT BUT MOST IMPORTANT IS TO MEASURE QUALITY FROM THE CHILDS 
PERSPECTIVE  THE QUALITY OF INDIVIDUAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH STAFF WHETHER THE 
ACTIVITIES PROVIDED BY THE STAFF ENHANCE THEIR ENJOYMENT
   4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT BELIEVES THAT IF CHILDCARE IS FOR CHILDREN 
THEN QUALITY MUST BE TOP OF THE AGENDA 

   !T PRESENT EACH OF THE CHILDCARE SECTORS IN 7ALES  DAY NURSERIES 
CHILDMINDERS PLAYGROUPS AND OUT OF SCHOOL CLUBS  HAVE DIFFERENT QUALITY 
ASSURANCE SYSTEMS TO GAIN EXTERNAL ACCREDITATION FOR PROVIDERS
   !S REGARDS EARLY YEARS EDUCATION THE 7ELSH !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT HAS 
MADE A COMMITMENT TO DEVELOP A MIXED ECONOMY OF EARLY YEARS PROVISION 
IN WHICH BOTH MAINTAINED AND NONMAINTAINED SECTORS ARE ENCOURAGED TO 
PROVIDE CARE AND EDUCATION FOR YOUNG CHILDREN BEFORE COMPULSORY SCHOOL 
AGE 7ITH THIS COMMITMENT COMES THE NEED FOR HIGHQUALITY PROVISION ACROSS 
BOTH SECTORS WHICH IN TURN WILL PROVIDE PARENTS WITH A CHOICE OF PROVISION 
7ITH THIS IN MIND THE 7ELSH !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT HAS COMMISSIONED 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SINGLE QUALITY ASSURANCE SCHEME WHICH ALL EDUCATION 
PROVIDERS IN THE NONMAINTAINED SECTOR IN 7ALES CAN ADOPT 4HE SCHEME 
DRAWN FROM DOCUMENTS AND SCHEMES USED BY THE KEY STAKEHOLDERS 
WILL PROVIDE A COMPREHENSIVE QUALITY ASSURANCE SCHEME WHICH IS EASILY 
UNDERSTOOD BY PRACTITIONERS OF THE SERVICE AND PARENTS
   4HIS SCHEME WILL BE EXTENDED TO PROVIDE A CONSISTENT BUT APPROPRIATE 
PRODUCT OF VALUE TO CHILDCARE SETTINGS WORKING WITH BABIES AND TODDLERS AND 
ALSO OUT OF SCHOOL CLUBS OR STAFFED PLAYGROUNDS
   !CTION 4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT WILL SUPPORT THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF A CONSISTENT QUALITY ASSURANCE METHODOLOGY ACROSS CHILDCARE AND EARLY 
YEARS EDUCATION
   ! CONSISTENT METHODOLOGY CAN ASSIST THE STATUTORY INSPECTION PROCESS 
BECAUSE #3)7 WILL BE ABLE TO MAKE A JUDGEMENT THAT A SETTING OFFERS 
LOWER RISK IF IT HAS PROPERLY IMPLEMENTED A QUALITY ASSURANCE SCHEME 
AND INSPECTION WOULD BE PROPORTIONATE 
   7HERE CHILDCARE SETTINGS ALSO PROVIDE EARLY YEARS EDUCATION THERE 
IS SOME OVERLAP BETWEEN %STYN AND #3)7 INSPECTIONS IN EARLY YEARS 
4HE OVERLAP IS LIMITED  #3)7 INSPECT APPROXIMATELY  UNDER S 
SETTINGS ANNUALLY AND %STYN INSPECT  EARLY YEARS SETTINGS ONCE IN 
 YEARS 4HE FOCUS IS ALSO DIFFERENT  #3)7 ARE CONCERNED WITH WHETHER 
THE STANDARD IN ALL AREAS IS SUFFICIENT TO ALLOW OPERATION WHILE %STYN ARE 
CONCERNED WITH THE DEVELOPMENTAL QUALITY OF THOSE SETTINGS FUNDED FOR 
PRESCHOOL EDUCATION 4HE #HILDCARE 7ORKING 'ROUP REPORT RECOMMENDED 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF hA JOINT INSPECTION REGIME BETWEEN %STYN AND #3)7 
TO REDUCE BUREAUCRACY AND GIVE A CLEAR MESSAGE OF JOINEDUP THINKINGv 
BREAKING DOWN DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN EDUCATION AND CARE 4HERE IS ALREADY 
A PROTOCOL BETWEEN THE TWO ORGANISATIONS IN PLACE AND WORK IS IN HAND TO 
STRENGTHEN IT 
   !CTION 4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT HAS ASKED #3)7 AND %STYN TO 
BRING FORWARD THEIR CONSIDERED PROPOSALS FOR A MORE COMPLEMENTARY 
APPROACH IN SETTINGS WHICH ARE INSPECTED BY BOTH 

2EGULATION OF THE WORKFORCE
   !T PRESENT THE CHILDCARE WORKFORCE IS NOT REGULATED IN THE WAY 
FOR EXAMPLE TEACHERS ARE )F A REGISTER OF CHILDCARE AND PLAY WORKERS 
COULD BE SET UP THEN THE WORKFORCE WOULD BECOME MORE PROFESSIONAL 
AND FOCUSED ON CONTINUOUS PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 0ARENTS WOULD HAVE 
THE ASSURANCE THAT INDIVIDUALS WERE BOUND BY A #ODE OF #ONDUCT AND 
THERE WOULD BE STATUTORY RECOURSE IF A WORKER BREACHED IT )N 3COTLAND 
THE 3COTTISH 3OCIAL 3ERVICES #OUNCIL IS OPENING ITS REGISTER TO MANAGERS IN 
THE EARLY YEARS AND CHILDCARE WORKFORCE WITH A LONG TERM VISION OF A FULLY 
QUALIFIED AND REGISTERED WORKFORCE 4HAT IS OUR VISION FOR THE WORKFORCE 
IN 7ALES AS WELL AND WE ARE DISCUSSING HOW TO BRING THIS ABOUT WITH 
THE #ARE #OUNCIL FOR 7ALES AND CHILDCARE ORGANISATIONS 4HE CHALLENGE OF 
DEVELOPING THE WORKFORCE MORE BROADLY IS DISCUSSED FURTHER IN SECTION  OF 
THIS 3TRATEGY  
   !CTION 3UBJECT TO DISCUSSION WITH CHILDCARE ORGANISATIONS AND THE 
#ARE #OUNCIL FOR 7ALES WE WILL CONSULT ON REGULATIONS TO ENABLE THE ##7 
TO OPEN ITS REGISTER TO EARLY YEARS AND CHILDCARE WORKERS 
#HILDCARE WITHIN THE FAMILY HOME
   #URRENTLY ALL REGULATED CARE TAKES PLACE OUTSIDE THE FAMILY HOME   
2EGISTERED CHILDMINDERS OFFER A SERVICE IN THEIR OWN HOME (OWEVER MANY 
PARENTS MAKE A VARIETY OF FORMAL OR INFORMAL ARRANGEMENTS WITH FRIENDS OR 
RELATIVES IN WHICH THEIR CHILDREN ARE CARED FOR IN THEIR OWN HOME
   4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT DOES NOT WISH TO BRING ANY REGULATORY 
REQUIREMENTS INTO INFORMAL ARRANGEMENTS BASED ON FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS OR 
FRIENDSHIP (OWEVER WHERE THERE IS A BUSINESS ARRANGEMENT TO PROVIDE 
CARE IN THE FAMILY HOME THE POSITION BECOMES MORE COMPLEX 4O MAKE 
REGISTRATION AND INSPECTION MANDATORY WOULD BE INTRUSIVE INTO THE FAMILY 
HOME (OWEVER WE RECOGNISE THAT THE 5+ 'OVERNMENT HAS MADE TAX 
BENEFITS AVAILABLE TO PARENTS WHO MAKE USE OF CHILDCARE IN THEIR OWN HOME 
PROVIDED THAT THE PERSON PROVIDING THE CARE GOES THROUGH A VOLUNTARY 
APPROVAL SCHEME MADE BY THE !SSEMBLY
   4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT CONSIDERED HOW TO OFFER PARENTS SOME 
MINIMUM ASSURANCES ON CHILD PROTECTION SAFETY AND UNDERSTANDING OF CHILD 
DEVELOPMENT IF THEY USE AN hAPPROVEDv CARER IN THEIR HOME WHEN THERE IS 
NO PROVISION TO UNDERTAKE INSPECTION 7E HAVE CONCLUDED THAT OUR PROPOSALS 
FOR THE REGISTRATION OF THE WORKFORCE WITH THE #ARE #OUNCIL FOR 7ALES MAY 
OFFER AN APPROPRIATE MECHANISM TO SUPPORT THIS 2EGISTRATION WOULD INITIALLY 
DEPEND UPON AN EXISTING QUALIFICATION AT LEVEL  OR ABOVE AND CONSIDERATION 
OF A #RIMINAL 2ECORDS "UREAU $ISCLOSURE )F WORKERS ARE THEN REGISTERED AND 
LOOK AFTER OTHERS CHILDREN IN THE FAMILY HOME THE PARENTS WOULD BE ABLE TO 
ACCESS THE CHILDCARE TAX CREDIT 4HIS APPROACH WOULD ASSURE PARENTS THAT THEIR 
CARER HAS STUDIED THE REQUIREMENTS OF GOOD CHILDCARE AND BEEN ASSESSED ON 
THE JOB

   !CTION 4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT WILL ENSURE THAT PARENTS WHO 
USE CHILDCARE WORKERS WITHIN THEIR HOME THAT ARE REGISTERED WITH THE 
#ARE #OUNCIL FOR 7ALES CAN ACCESS THE CHILDCARE TAX CREDIT
#HILDCARE FOR CHILDREN AGED OVER 
   !T PRESENT THERE IS NO REGULATORY REGIME FOR CHILDCARE SETTINGS WHICH 
CATER EXCLUSIVELY FOR CHILDREN AGED OVER  4HIS MEANS THAT THERE IS NO 
ASSURANCE TO PARENTS OR SOCIETY MORE WIDELY THAT SUCH SETTINGS REACH 
MINIMUM QUALITY STANDARDS )T ALSO MEANS IN MOST CASES THAT PARENTS CANNOT 
ACCESS TAX CREDITS IN RESPECT OF SUCH PROVISION
   4HE #ARE 3TANDARDS !CT  CREATED POWERS FOR THE !SSEMBLY TO 
REGULATE SUCH SETTINGS !N ALTERNATIVE APPROACH WOULD BE TO PROVIDE A 
VOLUNTARY SCHEME FOR SETTINGS TO MEET MINIMUM STANDARDS 
   -ORE WORK NEEDS TO BE DONE TO ESTABLISH THE BASELINE NUMBER AND 
NATURE OF PROVISION FOR THIS AGE GROUP "UT WE SHOULD ALSO LOOK AT PROVISION 
MORE BROADLY 7E NEED TO CONSIDER HOW THE APPROACH TO CHILDCARE SHOULD 
RELATE TO OTHER OUT OF SCHOOL ACTIVITY SUCH AS OUT OF HOURS LEARNING ACTIVITY 
GROUPS SUCH AS #UBS "ROWNIES SPORTING OR CREATIVE GROUPS AND PLAY 
SCHEMES 7E NEED TO ASK NOT ONLY HOW TO MANAGE RISK AND ASSURE QUALITY 
BUT ALSO WHAT TYPE OF PROVISION MEETS THE NEEDS OF CHILDREN AS WELL AS 
PARENTS 7E NEED A REVIEW OF THE ROLE OF SCHOOLS IN CHILDCARE FOR THIS AGE 
GROUP 7E WILL THEREFORE COMMISSION RESEARCH TO ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS
   !CTION 4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT WILL UNDERTAKE RESEARCH TO REVIEW 
THE RANGE OF OUT OF SCHOOL CARE AVAILABLE FOR CHILDREN AGED  TO  HOW IT 
CAN BEST SERVE CHILDRENS CURRENT NEEDS AND LONG TERM OUTCOMES AS WELL 
AS MEETING PARENTS REQUIREMENTS AND WHETHER FURTHER REGULATORY ACTION 
IS NEEDED TO ASSURE QUALITY AND CONTROL RISK #HILDREN WILL PARTICIPATE IN 
THIS RESEARCH

   0ARENTAL #HOICE AND !FFORDABILITY
   0REVIOUS SECTIONS OF THIS 3TRATEGY HAVE OUTLINED THE NEED FOR CHILDCARE 
TO BE OF GOOD QUALITY IN ORDER TO MEET THE DEVELOPMENTAL NEEDS OF CHILDREN  
)T WOULD BE A CHALLENGE FOR MANY PARENTS TO MEET THE FULL COST OF SUCH 
CHILDCARE AND THEREFORE THE MARKET MIGHT FAIL TO PROVIDE SUFFICIENT CHILDCARE 
TO MEET PARENTS ASPIRATIONS TO HAVE ACCESS TO WORK OR TRAINING &OR THESE 
REASONS 'OVERNMENT INTERVENES TO SEEK TO MAKE CHILDCARE MORE AFFORDABLE
   4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT CAN PROVIDE SUPPORT ON THE CHILDCARE 
SUPPLY SIDE )T PROVIDES A RANGE OF SUPPORT MAINLY THROUGH THE 
#YMORTH GRANT SCHEME TO ASSIST CHILDCARE PROVIDERS WITH START UP AND 
SUSTAINABILITY COSTS 5NTIL  THIS IS SUPPLEMENTED BY THE 'ENESIS 7ALES 
%UROPEAN 3TRUCTURAL &UNDS PROJECT WHICH CAN ALSO SUPPORT THE MARKET 
ESPECIALLY IN DISADVANTAGED AREAS
   (OWEVER ON THE DEMAND SIDE OF THE MARKET THE TAX CREDIT SYSTEM IS 
THE MAIN MEANS WHEREBY CHILDCARE CAN BE MADE MORE AFFORDABLE TO MANY 
FAMILIES THAT ARE IN WORK PROVIDING DIRECT BENEFIT TO PARENTS THAT MAKE USE 
OF CHILDCARE
   4HUS THE ROLE OF THE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT IS TO USE ITS OWN POWERS 
AND RESOURCES TO SUPPORT PROVIDERS AS EFFECTIVELY AS POSSIBLE WHILE WORKING 
ALONGSIDE CENTRAL 'OVERNMENT IN ITS DIRECT TAX AND BENEFITS SUPPORT 
TO PARENTS
   )N THIS CONTEXT THE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT WELCOMES THE 
5+ 'OVERNMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS THAT FROM !PRIL  THE MAXIMUM 
ELIGIBLE COSTS THAT THE 7ORKING 4AX #REDIT WILL COVER INCREASES FROM a TO 
a A WEEK FOR ONE CHILD AND FROM a TO a PER WEEK FOR TWO OR 
MORE CHILDREN &ROM !PRIL  THE MAXIMUM PROPORTION OF CHILDCARE COSTS 
COVERED BY THE CHILDCARE ELEMENT OF THE 7ORKING 4AX #REDIT WILL INCREASE 
FROM  PER CENT TO  PER CENT
   'ENESIS 7ALES IN SOME AREAS MAY ASSIST PARENTS MOVING INTO WORK FOR 
THE FIRST TIME WITH A REPAYABLE ADVANCE EQUIVALENT TO THE CHILDCARE ELEMENT 
OF THE 7ORKING 4AX #REDIT SO THAT THEY ARE NOT OUT OF POCKET AS THEY BEGIN 
THEIR NEW EMPLOYMENT
   7E RECOGNISE THAT THE 7ORKING 4AX #REDIT SYSTEM DOES NOT ITSELF 
PROVIDE A BENEFIT TO PARENTS THAT ARE IN EDUCATION OR TRAINING )T SHOULD BE 
NOTED THAT FOR YOUNG PARENTS IN SCHOOL IF THE GRANDPARENTS ARE IN WORK THEY 
CAN CLAIM THE CHILDCARE ELEMENT OF THE 7ORKING 4AX #REDIT IN RESPECT OF 
THEIR GRANDCHILD
   7E HAVE EVIDENCE FROM OUR SURVEY OF PARENTS THAT SIGNIFICANT NUMBERS 
OF PARENTS ON LOW INCOMES DO NOT KNOW ABOUT HELP WITH CHILDCARE COSTS 
FROM THE TAX CREDIT SYSTEM 4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT WILL PLAY ITS PART 
IN PROMOTING UNDERSTANDING AND TAKE UP OF THIS BENEFIT 4HIS WILL INCLUDE 
WORKING TO ENSURE THAT &LYING 3TART INTEGRATED CENTRES AND CHILDCARE SETTINGS 
PLAY THEIR PART IN INITIATIVES TO MAXIMISE INCOME THROUGH FACE TO FACE ADVICE

   !CTION 7E WILL MOUNT A COMMUNICATIONS CAMPAIGN WORKING WITH ALL 
LOCAL CHILDRENS INFORMATION SERVICES CHILDCARE PROVIDERS AND PRIMARY HEALTH 
CONTACTS TO ENSURE THEY HAVE ACCESSIBLE PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL TO PROVIDE TO 
PARENTS REGARDING THE 7ORKING 4AX #REDIT  
#HILDRENS )NFORMATION 3ERVICES
   )F CHILDCARE IS TO BE ACCESSIBLE PARENTS NEED TO KNOW HOW TO FIND IT 
AND TO HAVE INFORMATION TO CHOOSE CHILDCARE
   4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT HAS SUPPORTED THE INTRODUCTION OF STAFFED 
AND COMPUTERISED CHILDRENS INFORMATION SERVICES IN EACH LOCAL AUTHORITY 
IN 7ALES 4HESE PROVIDE UP TO DATE INFORMATION ON CHILDCARE WITHIN THE 
AUTHORITY AS WELL AS A WIDE BODY OF INFORMATION AND RELEVANT ADVICE TO 
SUPPORT FAMILIES MORE GENERALLY 7E HAVE MADE SUCH SERVICES A STATUTORY 
REQUIREMENT 4HIS REQUIREMENT IS SUPPORTED BY GUIDANCE WHICH ENSURES THAT 
THE SERVICES ARE ACCESSIBLE AT ALL TIMES AND READILY SIGNPOSTED WITHIN LOCAL 
AUTHORITY WEB SERVICES
   4HESE LOCAL INFORMATION SERVICES CAN ALSO BE ACCESSED THROUGH THE 
#HILDCARELINK WEBSITE  WWWCHILDCARELINKGOVUK WHICH ALSO COVERS %NGLAND 
AND 3COTLAND
   4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT ACCEPTS THAT THE PROFILE OF THESE SERVICES 
SHOULD BE RAISED FURTHER 4HEY ARE VITAL RESOURCES WHICH ALSO SERVE OUR 
0ARENTING !CTION 0LAN 7E ARE AWARE THAT THERE ARE DISCUSSIONS ACROSS THE 
5+ ON THE BRANDING OF THESE SERVICES AND IN ORDER TO HAVE THE GREATEST 
IMPACT WE CONSIDER THAT WE SHOULD ACT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY REBRANDING 
OF THESE SERVICES IN %NGLAND AND 3COTLAND
   /UR VISION FOR CHILDRENS INFORMATION SERVICES IS THAT THEY ARE A STRONG 
VISIBLE AND MAINSTREAM PART OF LOCAL AUTHORITY PROVISION WIDELY UNDERSTOOD 
AND USED BY FAMILIES
   !CTION 7E WILL WORK WITH CHILDRENS INFORMATION SERVICES TO 
STRENGTHEN THEIR PROFILE THROUGH A NATIONAL PUBLICITY STRATEGY 4HIS WILL 
INCLUDE THE PREPARATION NATIONALLY OF A h#HOOSING #HILDCAREv BOOKLET FOR 
PARENTS IN 7ALES
3UPPORT TO STUDENT PARENTS
   &ROM  THE 7ELSH !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT WILL BE RESPONSIBLE 
FOR STATUTORY STUDENT SUPPORT TO 7ELSH STUDENTS 4HE !SSEMBLY ,EARNING 
'RANT !,'	 PROVIDES MEANSTESTED SUPPORT FOR STUDENTS IN FURTHER AND 
HIGHER EDUCATION AND CURRENTLY PROVIDES UP TO a A YEAR TOWARDS COURSE 
RELATED COSTS )T IS PAID TO ELIGIBLE 7ELSHDOMICILED STUDENTS IN SUPPORT OF THE 
COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH STUDY SUCH AS BOOKS TRAVEL EQUIPMENT AND CHILDCARE  
&ROM 3EPTEMBER  THE MAXIMUM !SSEMBLY ,EARNING 'RANT WILL INCREASE 
TO a TO HELP WITH STUDENTS MAINTENANCE COSTS

   !LSO WITH EFFECT FROM  STUDENTS UNDERTAKING A FIRST DEGREE WILL 
BE ABLE TO DEFER THEIR TUITION FEES BY TAKING OUT A FEE LOAN  NO STUDENT WILL 
HAVE TO PAY UPFRONT FEES IN FUTURE &ROM  7ELSH DOMICILED STUDENTS 
WHO CHOOSE TO STUDY IN 7ALES WILL ALSO RECEIVE A FEE GRANT OF UP TO a A 
YEAR TO MEET THE ADDITIONAL COST OF HIGHER FEES TO BE INTRODUCED THAT YEAR  
4HE FEE GRANT WILL BE AVAILABLE IRRESPECTIVE OF INCOME  
   -AINTENANCE LOANS WILL CONTINUE TO BE AVAILABLE TO SUPPORT STUDENTS 
BASIC LIVING COSTS WHILE THEY ARE STUDYING )N ADDITION STUDENT PARENTS 
MAY BE ELIGIBLE TO APPLY FOR SPECIFIC HELP THROUGH THE 0ARENTS ,EARNING 
!LLOWANCE AND #HILDCARE 'RANT WHICH WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE FROM THE 
!SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT $ETAILS OF THE FINANCIAL SUPPORT AVAILABLE FROM THE 
!SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT ARE AVAILABLE AT  
HTTPWWWLEARNINGWALESGOVUKSTUDENTFINANCEWALESINDEXEHTML 
   4HE %DUCATION -AINTENANCE !LLOWANCE 7ALES SCHEME ACKNOWLEDGES 
THAT CERTAIN GROUPS OF STUDENTS NEED MORE SUPPORT THAN OTHERS 4HAT IS WHY 
THOSE  AND  YEAR OLDS WHO HAVE RESPONSIBILITY FOR A CHILD OF THEIR OWN 
AND QUALIFY IN ALL OTHER RESPECTS FOR %-! ARE AUTOMATICALLY ELIGIBLE FOR THE 
MAXIMUM ALLOWANCE OF a PER WEEK
   )N RELATION TO .(3 STUDENTS THE !SSEMBLY INTRODUCED A CHILDCARE 
ALLOWANCE INTO THE .(3 7ALES "URSARY 3CHEME IN 3EPTEMBER  THAT 
APPLIES TO ALL .(3 STUDENTS IN 7ALES 4HE ALLOWANCE PAYS  OF REGISTERED 
OR APPROVED CHILDCARE COSTS UP TO A MAXIMUM OF a PER WEEK FOR 
ONE CHILD OR a FOR TWO OR MORE CHILDREN
4HE 2OLE OF ,OCAL !UTHORITIES
   3INCE THE .ATIONAL #HILDCARE 3TRATEGY FIRST REQUIRED LOCAL AUTHORITIES TO 
ACTIVELY REVIEW AND BUILD LOCAL CHILDCARE PROVISION THEY HAVE TAKEN A LEAD 
ALONGSIDE A RANGE OF LOCAL PARTNERS IN DEVELOPING CHILDCARE &OR THIS REASON 
RESOURCES FOR CHILDCARE HAVE BEEN CHANNELLED IN THE MAIN THROUGH LOCAL 
AUTHORITYLED PARTNERSHIPS  SINCE !PRIL  WITHIN THE #YMORTH GRANT
   7E WANT TO PUT CHILDCARE INTO THE MAINSTREAM OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
SERVICES WHILE MAINTAINING THE PARTNERSHIP APPROACH TO LOCAL PLANNING 
AND DELIVERY &OR THESE REASONS WE ARE JOINING WITH THE 5+ 'OVERNMENT 
ON PROVISIONS WITHIN A NEW #HILDCARE "ILL TO PLACE STATUTORY DUTIES ON 
LOCAL AUTHORITIES TO SECURE SUFFICIENT CHILDCARE WITHIN THEIR AREAS AND ALSO 
TO ENSURE THAT PARENTS HAVE ACCESS TO ADEQUATE INFORMATION ON CHILDCARE 
AND OTHER CHILDRENS SERVICES 7E INTEND THAT THE TIMING OF THIS DUTY AND 
SUPPORTING GUIDANCE WILL BE IN THE CONTROL OF THE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT  
0ARTNERSHIP WORKING WILL BE EMBEDDED BY PLACING THE NEW DUTY IN THE 
CONTEXT OF THE hDUTY TO COOPERATEv WITH RELEVANT PARTNERS IN ALL SERVICES FOR 
CHILDREN AND FAMILIES INTRODUCED BY THE #HILDREN !CT 
  !CTION ,OCAL AUTHORITIES WILL BE UNDER A NEW DUTY TO SECURE SUFFICIENT 
CHILDCARE SUPPORTED BY REGULATIONS AND GUIDANCE APPROPRIATE TO 7ALES

4HE 2OLE OF %MPLOYERS
   %NABLING MORE PEOPLE IN THE WORKFORCE TO ACHIEVE A BETTER  
WORKLIFE BALANCE EG THROUGH HOMEWORKING AND OTHER FLEXIBLE WORKING 
PATTERNS	 IS LIKELY TO BRING BENEFITS FOR EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES /VER THE 
PAST FEW YEARS WE HAVE BEEN WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP WITH #HWARAE 4EG 
TO ROLLOUT A WORK LIFE BALANCE STRATEGY WHICH HAS ENABLED SEVEN LARGE 
PUBLIC SECTOR ORGANISATIONS ,OCAL !UTHORITIES !SSEMBLY 3PONSORED 0UBLIC 
"ODIES AND (IGHER %DUCATION )NSTITUTES	 TO DEVELOP AND IMPROVE WORK LIFE 
BALANCE POLICIES AND PRACTICES FUNDED A WORK LIFE BALANCE CHALLENGE FUND 
GRANT SCHEME	 AIMED AT THE PRIVATE AND VOLUNTARY SECTOR TO HELP THEM 
INTRODUCE WORK LIFE BALANCE SOLUTIONS TO THEIR ORGANISATIONS AND DEVELOPED 
A WORK LIFE BALANCE WEBSITE  WWWWLBINWALESORGUK 4HE 7ELSH !SSEMBLY 
'OVERNMENT HAVE RECENTLY COMMISSIONED #HWARAE 4EG TO DELIVER A FURTHER 
 YEAR 7ORK ,IFE "ALANCE 3TRATEGY FOR 7ALES CALLED h'ETTING THE "ALANCE 2IGHTv 
WHICH WILL RUN UNTIL 
   4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT ACCEPTS IN PRINCIPLE THE #HILDCARE 7ORKING 
'ROUP RECOMMENDATION THAT CHILDCARE PROVISION SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIAL PARKS AS PART OF REGENERATION AND 
COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES 
   4HE 7ELSH $EVELOPMENT !GENCYS 0ROPERTY 3TRATEGY FOR %MPLOYMENT 
,AND IN 7ALES REQUIRES THAT A FULL SUSTAINABILITY APPRAISAL OF EACH SITE 
AND PREMISES INCLUDED IN THE 0ROPERTY 0ROGRAMME WOULD BE CARRIED OUT  
$EVELOPERS WILL BE AWARE OF THE NEED TO ADDRESS SOCIAL AND COMMUNITY 
ISSUES EITHER ON A SITE OR BUSINESS PARK BASIS DEPENDING ON THE INDIVIDUAL 
CIRCUMSTANCES 4HE INCLUSION OF CHILDCARE IN SUCH PROJECTS IS DEPENDENT ON A 
SUFFICIENT CRITICAL MASS OF BUSINESSES AND PEOPLE
4HE 7ELSH !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT AS AN EMPLOYER
   4HE 7ELSH !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT SUPPORTS ITS EMPLOYEES WHO 
ARE SEEKING CHILDCARE )T IS AMONG A MINORITY OF EMPLOYERS WHO PROVIDE 
CHILDCARE VOUCHERS AS AN ADDITION TO SALARY RATHER THAN AS A SALARY SACRIFICE 
)T IS A MEMBER OF A CONSORTIUM RUNNING THE ,ILLIPUT DAY NURSERY IN #ARDIFF 
WHICH STRIVES TO PROVIDE QUALITY OF CARE ABOVE THAT REQUIRED BY THE NATIONAL 
MINIMUM STANDARDS )T PARTICIPATES IN THE 30)#% PLAYSCHEMES WHICH ARE 
RUN IN SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT ALSO ADMINISTERS A STAFF 
LOTTERY WHICH CAN PROVIDE FINANCIAL HELP TO EMPLOYEES FACING DIFFICULTIES WITH 
CHILDCARE

  4HE #HILDCARE 7ORKFORCE
   ! HIGH QUALITY WORKFORCE IS THE BEDROCK OF HIGH QUALITY CHILDCARE 
4HE QUALITY OF THE RELATIONSHIP WITH INDIVIDUAL CHILDREN IS THE MOST IMPORTANT 
DETERMINANT OF THE INFLUENCE OF CHILDCARE ON THEIR FUTURE OUTCOMES 
&OR EXAMPLE WHERE CHILDREN FROM DISADVANTAGED AREAS ATTEND GOOD QUALITY 
PLAYGROUPS AT AGE  THERE IS CLEAR EVIDENCE OF SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTAL 
GAIN INTO THE FUTURE #ONVERSELY WHERE POOR QUALITY CHILDCARE IS COMBINED 
WITH DEFICIENT PARENTING IT MAY OFFER NO DEVELOPMENTAL BENEFIT FOR THE CHILD 
OR EVEN DISADVANTAGE THEM
   4HE .ATIONAL -INIMUM 3TANDARDS FOR $AYCARE REQUIRE THAT FROM 
!PRIL  ALL REGISTERED CHILDCARE SETTINGS WILL BE MANAGED DAY TO DAY BY 
A PERSON WITH A ,EVEL  QUALIFICATION AND IN FULL DAY CARE  OF STAFF WILL 
HAVE A ,EVEL  QUALIFICATION
   (OWEVER THERE IS A LONG WAY TO GO (ISTORICALLY THE CHILDCARE 
WORKFORCE HAS BEEN POORLY PAID AND PERHAPS LACKING IN CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
BECAUSE OF THE LARGE NUMBER OF SMALL VOLUNTARY AND PRIVATE ORGANISATIONS 
PROVIDING CHILDCARE
   4HE ISSUES ARE SIMILAR WITHIN THE CARE WORKFORCE AS A WHOLE AND 
THERE CAN BE CLEAR ADVANTAGES IN TAKING FORWARD THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
CHILDCARE WORKFORCE ALONGSIDE THE WIDER CARE WORKFORCE 3UCH AN APPROACH 
OFFERS THE CHILDCARE WORKFORCE A STRONGER VOICE IT CAN MAKE CLEAR PARALLELS 
IN CAREER PATHS AND TAKE A UNIFIED VIEW OF SAFEGUARDS TO KEEP UNSUITABLE 
WORKERS OUT OF THE WORKFORCE )T CAN AVOID THE PITFALL THAT IF CHILDCARE IS BOTH 
EDUCATION AND CARE IT MIGHT HAVE NO CLEAR HOME IN EITHER THE EDUCATION OR 
CARE WORKFORCES
   4HIS IS THE CONTEXT WITHIN WHICH THE CHILDCARE WORKFORCE WILL BE 
DEVELOPED 7ITHIN 7ALES THE #ARE #OUNCIL FOR 7ALES HAS THE TASK OF 
ACTING AS THE 3ECTOR 3KILLS #OUNCIL FOR #ARE AND $EVELOPMENT 33#	 
4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT IS WORKING CLOSELY WITH THE #ARE #OUNCIL 
FOR 7ALES TO ENSURE THAT ITS ACTIVITIES TAKE ACCOUNT OF THE NEEDS OF 
THE CHILDCARE WORKFORCE 4O THIS END THE #ARE #OUNCIL FOR 7ALES HAS 
APPOINTED A DEDICATED OFFICIAL TO CONSIDER THE DEVELOPMENT NEEDS OF THE 
CHILDCARE WORKFORCE 
   ! STRATEGIC AIM OF THE 33# WILL BE TO GENERATE IMPROVED SECTOR WIDE 
STRATEGIC WORKFORCE INTELLIGENCE 4HE 33# IS CHARGED WITH DEVELOPING A 
7ORKFORCE $EVELOPMENT 0LAN FOR 7ALES WITHIN  MONTHS OF RECEIVING ITS 
LICENCE 4HE ROLE OF THE 33# IS TO INCREASE OPPORTUNITIES TO BOOST THE SKILLS 
AND PRODUCTIVITY OF EVERYONE IN THE SECTORS WORKFORCE INCLUDING ACTION ON 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES AND IMPROVING LEARNING SUPPLY 7E RECOGNISE THAT THERE 
NEEDS TO BE A PARTICULAR CONCENTRATION ON DEVELOPING 7ELSH LANGUAGE SKILLS 
IN THIS SECTOR

   )T WILL BE IMPORTANT FOR THE 33# TO MAP OUT HOW CHILDCARE CAREER ROUTES 
CAN BE MATCHED APPROPRIATELY WITH WIDER SOCIAL CARE CAREER FRAMEWORKS 
ALREADY DEVELOPED WHILE ALSO MAPPING THE OPPORTUNITIES FOR CAREER 
DEVELOPMENT INTO %DUCATION
   ! PROFESSIONAL AND GROWING EARLY YEARS AND CHILDCARE WORKFORCE IS 
CRITICAL TO THIS 3TRATEGY THE &OUNDATION 0HASE AND THE NEW EARLY YEARS 
INITIATIVE h&LYING 3TARTv 4HEREFORE PART OF THE h&LYING 3TARTv FUNDING WILL BE 
DEDICATED TO WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
   7E RECOGNISE THAT RECRUITING OLDER WORKERS INTO THE SECTOR IS VITAL AND 
FUNDING NEEDS TO BE MADE AVAILABLE TO SUPPORT THE OVERS ACROSS 7ALES IN 
ATTAINING VOCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS -ORE FLEXIBLE TRAINING ROUTES ARE NEEDED 
WITH INCREASED SUPPORT FOR DISTANCE LEARNING 4HE AGELIMITS ON !SSEMBLY 
FUNDED TRAINING PROGRAMMES HAVE BEEN REMOVED AND %,7A IS NOW 
DEVELOPING A SUITE OF ALLAGE SKILLS PROGRAMMES
   !CTION 4HE 7ELSH !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT WILL WORK WITH THE 
NEW 3ECTOR 3KILLS #OUNCIL FOR #ARE AND $EVELOPMENT TO CREATE A 
7ORKFORCE $EVELOPMENT 0LAN FOR 7ALES
   !CTION 4HE 7ELSH !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT WILL MAKE AVAILABLE PART OF 
THE h&LYING 3TARTv FUNDING TO SUPPORT WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

  #HILDCARE AND THE %CONOMY
   4HE ECONOMIC CASE FOR CHILDCARE IS WELL ESTABLISHED 7ORK IS THE 
BEST ROUTE OUT OF POVERTY 0ARENTS ESPECIALLY LONE PARENTS WHO ARE NOT IN 
WORK CITE THE UNAFFORDABILITY AND UNAVAILABILITY OF CHILDCARE AS A BARRIER 
! VARIETY OF ECONOMIC STUDIES HAVE FOUND THAT IT IS POSSIBLE TO DRAMATICALLY 
IMPROVE THE LIFE CHANCES OF DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN THROUGH TARGETED WELL
FUNDED AND SUSTAINED EARLY INTERVENTIONS 2ESEARCH HAS FOUND THAT SUCH 
INTERVENTIONS CAN LEAD TO IMPROVED EDUCATIONAL PERFORMANCE AS WELL AS 
RESULTING IN REDUCED RATES OF CRIMINAL BEHAVIOUR TRUANCY AND DRUG USE 
,ONGERTERM STUDIES HAVE FOUND THAT EARLY INTERVENTIONS CAN ALSO PROVIDE 
EMPLOYMENT AND EARNINGS BENEFITS IN LATER LIFE 
   4HESE ARGUMENTS HAVE JUSTIFIED THE ADDITIONAL INVESTMENTS THAT 
THE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT HAS MADE IN EARLY YEARS AND CHILDCARE 
!T THE SAME TIME THE ECONOMIC ARGUMENT HAS BEEN CRITICAL TO SECURING 
%UROPEAN 3TRUCTURAL &UNDS IN THIS AREA 4HIS SECTION OF THE 3TRATEGY DESCRIBES 
THE 'ENESIS 7ALES PROJECT FUNDED BY %3& THE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENTS 
PARTNERSHIP WITH *OBCENTRE 0LUS THE RANGE OF BUSINESS SUPPORT AVAILABLE TO 
CHILDCARE ENTERPRISES AND THE ROLE OF SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
'ENESIS 7ALES
  'ENESIS 7ALES IS THE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENTS UNIQUE STRATEGIC 
PROGRAMME FOR CHILDCARE DELIVERED BY ,OCAL !UTHORITIES IN BOTH /BJECTIVE  
AND /BJECTIVE  AREAS 7E HAVE WON APPROXIMATELY a MILLION OF 
%3& UNDER /BJECTIVE  AND a MILLION UNDER /BJECTIVE  "OTH THESE 
AWARDS ARE FUNDED OVER  YEARS 'ENESIS 7ALES IN EACH AREA WILL PROVIDE 
A COMPREHENSIVE PACKAGE OF ADVICE GUIDANCE SUPPORT AND CHILDCARE FOR 
INDIVIDUALS WISHING TO ACCESS WORK TRAINING ANDOR LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
  'ENESIS 7ALES HAS BEEN DESIGNED BY BUILDING ON THE EXPERIENCE OF 
THE 'ENESIS 0ROJECT IN 2HONDDA #YNON 4AFF 2#4	 4HE 2#4 'ENESIS PROJECT 
USES A COMBINATION OF OUTREACH MEASURES TO INCREASE SELFESTEEM AND 
READILY AVAILABLE CHILDCARE TO INTRODUCE WOMEN ESPECIALLY	 TO OPPORTUNITIES 
TO WORK AND TRAIN 4HE NATIONAL PROJECT WILL ADOPT SIMILAR PRINCIPLES WORKING 
WITH LOCAL PARTNERSHIPS TO SUPPORT INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS AND COMPLEMENT 
ALREADY EXISTING PROVISION
   !CTION THE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT WILL ENSURE 'ENESIS 7ALES DELIVERS 
ON ITS NATIONAL TARGETS 
s  4O ASSIST  PEOPLE
s  4O INCREASE CHILDCARE PLACES BY 
s   OF BENEFICIARIES WITH CHILDREN UNDER  YEARS IN WORK FOR AT LEAST 
 MONTHS AFTER %3& SUPPORT
s   OF BENEFICIARIES ACHIEVING A QUALIFICATION

-APPING %3& INVESTMENT IN CHILDCARE
   4HE 7ALES %UROPEAN &UNDING /FFICE CARRIED OUT A CHILDCARE MAPPING 
EXERCISE IN /CTOBER  THE FINDINGS OF WHICH HIGHLIGHTS WHERE FUNDS 
HAVE BEEN USED TO SUPPORT CHILDCARE AND WHERE GAPS STILL EXIST 7%&/ WILL 
ALSO BE CARRYING OUT MONITORING AND EVALUATION OF THE CURRENT 0ROGRAMMES 
WHICH SHOULD GIVE A CLEARER INDICATION OF WHAT FUNDED PROVISION HAS BEEN 
SUCCESSFUL AND HOW WE MIGHT BUILD ON THAT PROVISION FOR THE FUTURE  
4HE 7%&/ %QUALITY 5NIT HAS AGREED TO CARRY OUT A SIMILAR EXERCISE OVER 
FORTHCOMING YEARS TO COMPARE THE DATA
   !CTION 7%&/ WILL DISSEMINATE INFORMATION WIDELY FROM THE 
MONITORING AND EVALUATION OF THE CHILDCARE PROGRAMMES THAT IT IS FUNDING 
.EW $EAL FOR ,ONE 0ARENTS
   4HE .EW $EAL FOR ,ONE 0ARENTS .$,0	 IS ONE OF THE SUITE OF 
.EW $EAL PROGRAMMES THAT COME WITHIN THE 5+ 'OVERNMENTS 7ELFARE TO 
7ORK AGENDA DELIVERED IN 7ALES BY *OBCENTRE 0LUS .$,0 IS A VOLUNTARY 
PROGRAMME DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY TO HELP LONE PARENTS FROM  TO  YEARS 
WHO WANT TO WORK AND IS AVAILABLE TO ALL THOSE WHO ARE NOT IN WORK OR 
WHO ARE WORKING LESS THAN  HOURS A WEEK AND IS OPERATED THROUGH 
*OBCENTRE 0LUS  
   )T PROVIDES A 0ERSONAL !DVISER WHO CAN OFFER PRACTICAL HELP AND SUPPORT 
WITH JOB SEARCH TRAINING CHILDCARE AND INWORK BENEFITS 4HE PROGRAMME 
CAN HELP WITH COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH APPROVED TRAINING SUCH AS CHILDCARE 
COURSE FEES FARES AND EQUIPMENT COSTS AS WELL AS WITH THE COST OF TRAVELLING 
TO INTERVIEWS OR COST OF CHILDCARE WHILE ATTENDING AN INTERVIEW 
#HILDCARE 0ARTNERSHIP -ANAGERS
   *OBCENTRE 0LUS #HILDCARE 0ARTNERSHIP -ANAGERS #0-S	 TOOK UP POST 
IN 7ALES IN EACH OF THE EIGHT *OBCENTRE 0LUS DISTRICTS ON ST !PRIL  
4HEY PLAY A KEY ROLE BY HELPING THEIR CUSTOMERS TO FIND ACCESSIBLE 
AFFORDABLE AND GOOD QUALITY CHILDCARE SO THEY CAN MAKE THE MOST OF 
OPPORTUNITIES TO WORK TRAIN OR STUDY 4HEY HELP SUPPORT THE GROWTH OF 
LOCAL CHILDCARE PROVISION WORKING ALONGSIDE CHILDCARE PARTNERS INCLUDING 
CHILDRENS INFORMATION SERVICES #HILDRENS 0ARTNERSHIPS OR %ARLY 9EARS 
$EVELOPMENT AND #HILDCARE 0ARTNERSHIPS AND EMPLOYERS TO MEET THE 
CHILDCARE NEEDS OF UNEMPLOYED PARENTS 
   4HEY ALSO PLAY AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN DEVELOPING THE CHILDCARE 
WORKFORCE WITHIN 7ALES WORKING WITH PARTNER ORGANISATIONS SUCH AS 
THE .ATIONAL #HILDMINDING !SSOCIATION TO PROMOTE OPPORTUNITIES !LL OF 
THE POSTHOLDERS ARE MEMBERS OF THE %ARLY 9EARS $EVELOPMENT AND 
#HILDCARE 0ARTNERSHIPS %9$#0S	 ANDOR #HILDRENS 0ARTNERSHIPS WITHIN THEIR 
PARTICULAR REGION

  4HEIR WORK CONTRIBUTES TO THE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENTS OVERARCHING 
AIMS OF TAKING MORE CHILDREN OUT OF POVERTY AND REDUCING THE PROPORTION OF 
CHILDREN LIVING IN WORKLESS FAMILIES AND INCREASING EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR PARENTS
4ORFAEN #OMMUNITY &OCUSED 3CHOOLS #HILDCARE 0ILOT
  4HIS INNOVATIVE PROJECT WAS LAUNCHED IN 3EPTEMBER  
4HE #OMMUNITY &OCUSED 3CHOOLS #HILDCARE 0ILOT IS TESTING THE ASSERTION 
THAT LACK OF AFFORDABLE ACCESSIBLE CHILDCARE IS A SIGNIFICANT BARRIER TO WORK 
BY PROVIDING THE CHILDCARE WHICH LONE PARENTS NEED TO ENTER EMPLOYMENT  
4ORFAEN HAVE SET A TARGET TO ENABLE  LONE PARENTS AND  UNEMPLOYED 
PARENTS WHO ARE NOT LONE PARENTS TO ENTER WORK AS A RESULT OF THE PROJECT 
PROVIDING THEM WITH GREATER ACCESS TO AFFORDABLE CHILDCARE 4HIS IS ANOTHER 
EXAMPLE OF JOINT WORK WITH CENTRAL GOVERNMENT RUNNING ALONGSIDE SIMILAR 
PILOTS IN %NGLAND AND 3COTLAND
0ARTNERSHIP WITH *OBCENTRE 0LUS
  4HE IMPORTANT ROLE *OBCENTRE 0LUS PLAYS IN 7ALES IN HELPING THE 
!SSEMBLY GET MORE PEOPLE INTO JOBS AND MEET ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL 
OBJECTIVES IS A WELCOME ONE AND A CLOSE WORKING RELATIONSHIP HAS BEEN 
DEVELOPED BETWEEN *OBCENTRE 0LUS THE #HILDCARE 0ARTNERSHIP -ANAGERS 
!SSEMBLY POLICY OFFICIALS AND LOCAL #HILDRENS 0ARTNERSHIPS 4HIS IS ALSO 
HELPING TO ENSURE THAT NONDEVOLVED EMPLOYMENT POLICY AND PROGRAMMES 
CONTINUE TO CONTRIBUTE TO MEASURES TO ADDRESS THE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENTS 
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL POLICY PRIORITIES AND VICE VERSA
"USINESS 3UPPORT FOR #HILDCARE
  #HILDCARE PROVIDERS MUST RECOGNISE THAT EFFECTIVE BUSINESS 
MANAGEMENT IS VITAL TO SUSTAINABILITY AND CONVERSELY THAT BUSINESS SUPPORT 
AGENCIES MUST SEE CHILDCARE SETTINGS AS AN IMPORTANT MARKET FOR THEIR 
SERVICES 4HERE HAVE BEEN SEVERAL INITIATIVES TO IMPROVE THE SUPPORT TO 
CHILDCARE PROVIDERS AND BUSINESSES MORE GENERALLY AND SOME OF THESE ARE 
DETAILED HERE 4HE NATIONAL CHILDCARE ORGANISATIONS HAVE AN IMPORTANT ROLE TO 
PLAY AS WELL AS LOCAL CHILDRENS INFORMATION SERVICES
#HILDCARE "USINESS $EVELOPMENT 4OOLKIT
  #LYBIAU 0LANT #YMRU +IDS #LUBS HAS DEVELOPED A TOOLKIT 
h.UTS AND "OLTSv AIMED AT THE 6OLUNTARY -ANAGEMENT #OMMITTEES OF 
OUT OF SCHOOL CHILDCARE CLUBS 6OLUNTARY -ANAGEMENT #OMMITTEES MANAGE 
AROUND  OF OUT OF SCHOOL CLUBS IN 7ALES 7ITH THE RAPID GROWTH IN THE 
NUMBER OF OUT OF SCHOOL CLUBS IN RECENT YEARS IT WAS RECOGNISED THAT  
LONGTERM SUSTAINABILITY OF THESE CLUBS NOT ONLY DEPENDS ON SUFFICIENT 
INCOME BUT ALSO ON EFFICIENT WELL ORGANISED MANAGEMENT STRUCTURES WHERE 
ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES ARE CLEARLY UNDERSTOOD h.UTS AND "OLTSv WILL 
STRENGTHEN THE SUPPORT THAT #LYBIAU 0LANT #YMRU +IDS #LUBS OFFERS TO 
VOLUNTARY MANAGEMENT COMMITTEES 

  5NDER THE #7,7- %3& PROJECT #LYBIAU 0LANT #YMRU +IDS #LUBS 
PROPOSE TO DEVELOP A FURTHER TOOLKIT TO COMPLEMENT THE OUTPUT FROM 
.UTS AND "OLTS 4HE PROPOSED TOOLKIT WILL PROVIDE INFORMATION AND TRAINING 
FOR CHILDCARE BUSINESS START UP AND BUSINESS ADVISORS AND OTHER GATEKEEPERS
3UPPORT TO NEW CHILDMINDERS
  &ROM !PRIL  THE .ATIONAL #HILDMINDING !SSOCIATION .#-!	 
HAVE WORKED WITH THE 7$! NOT ONLY TO HALT THE DECLINE IN CHILDMINDER 
NUMBERS THE TREND SINCE 	 BUT ALSO TO DEMONSTRATE AN INCREASE AS 
FROM /CTOBER  .#-!S INITIAL YEAR CONTRACT WITH THE 7$! HAS 
RESULTED IN  NEW REGISTERED CHILDMINDING BUSINESSES ACROSS 7ALES 
%ACH CHILDMINDER IS GENERALLY ALLOWED TO CARE FOR UP TO  CHILDREN AT ANY 
ONE TIME AND IS ABLE TO CARE FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES WITH SPECIAL NEEDS 
)N !PRIL  .#-!S CONTRACT WITH THE 7ELSH $EVELOPMENT !GENCY WAS 
RENEWED AND IT IS PROPOSED TO ACHIEVE A FURTHER  NEW CHILDMINDING 
BUSINESS STARTS THROUGHOUT 7ALES IN THE NEXT  YEARS 4HE CONTRACT ENABLES 
.#-! TO PROVIDE A COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING AND BUSINESS SUPPORT PACKAGE 
FOR ASPIRING REGISTERED CHILDMINDERS ACROSS 7ALES /F THE  CHILDMINDERS 
REGISTERED AT *UNE  SOME  	 HAVE BEEN ASSISTED BY THE 7$! 
NEW BUSINESS STARTS INITIATIVE 'IVEN THAT RESEARCH INDICATES THAT THE AVERAGE 
DURATION OF A CHILDMINDING BUSINESS IS  YEARS THIS IS COMPELLING EVIDENCE 
THAT THE INITIATIVE HAS MADE A REAL DIFFERENCE TO REGISTERED CHILDMINDING AND 
THE AVAILABILITY OF QUALITY AFFORDABLE CHILDCARE
"USINESS %YE
  "USINESS %YE,LYGAD "USNES MANAGED BY THE 7$! AND SPONSORED BY 
THE 7ELSH !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT HOLDS A RANGE OF GENERAL BUSINESS SUPPORT 
INFORMATION AND SIGNPOSTS NEW EXISTING AND POTENTIAL BUSINESSES IMPARTIALLY 
TO THE MOST APPROPRIATE BUSINESS SUPPORT PROVISION IN THE PUBLIC PRIVATE OR 
VOLUNTARY SECTORS
  "USINESS %YE CAN PROVIDE FREE GENERAL INFORMATION ON STARTING A 
BUSINESS INCLUDING SUCH ISSUES AS BUSINESS PLANNING HOW TO OBTAIN FINANCE 
AND EMPLOYMENT LAW AS WELL AS SPECIFIC INFORMATION ON POINTS TO CONSIDER 
WHEN SETTING UP AND RUNNING A BUSINESS IN THE CHILDCARE SECTOR 
  4HE "USINESS %YE SERVICE CAN BE ACCESSED THROUGH A .ATIONAL #ONTACT 
#ENTRE ON     OR ON THE WEBSITE WWWBUSINESSEYEORGUK 
WWWLLYGADBUSNESORGUK #USTOMERS CAN ALSO OBTAIN ACCESS TO THE SERVICE 
VIA A NETWORK OF  LOCAL "USINESS %YE OFFICES ESTABLISHED THROUGHOUT 7ALES
  &INANCE 7ALES IS ABLE TO OFFER LOAN SUPPORT TO SOCIAL ENTERPRISE 
CHILDCARE FACILITIES THROUGH ITS #OMMUNITY ,OAN &UND AND PRIVATE CHILDCARE 
FACILITIES THROUGH ITS MAINSTREAM LOAN FUNDING )N DOING SO IT HAS TO TAKE 
INTO CONSIDERATION AREAS SUCH AS DUPLICATION OF SERVICES AND OVER BURDENING 
THE MARKET

3OCIAL %NTERPRISE
  4HERE ARE MANY EXAMPLES OF SOCIAL ENTERPRISES AND COOPERATIVES AS 
CHILDCARE PROVIDERS AND THE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT SUPPORTS THESE THROUGH A 
NUMBER OF INITIATIVES DESCRIBED IN THIS 3TRATEGY 
  4HE 3OCIAL %NTERPRISE 3TRATEGY FOR 7ALES COMMITS TO STRENGTHENING 
LINKS WITHIN THE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT AROUND THE SOCIAL ENTERPRISE 
AGENDA )N THIS CONTEXT CHILDCARE IS SPECIFICALLY MENTIONED )N ADDITION ONE 
OF THE SPECIFIC ACTIONS WITHIN THE 3TRATEGY IS TO USE EXISTING AND EMERGING 
NETWORKS TO DEVELOP GROWTH AREAS SUCH AS CHILDCARE RECYCLING HOUSING AND 
RENEWABLE ENERGY

   #HILDCARE AND $IVERSE #OMMUNITIES
4HE 7ELSH ,ANGUAGE
  4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT AND THE 7ELSH ,ANGUAGE "OARD HAS 
WORKED WITH -UDIAD 9SGOLION -EITHRIN TO PROVIDE 7ELSH -EDIUM 
PLAYGROUPS WIDELY ACROSS 7ALES 4O DATE A GRANT OF a MILLION HAS BEEN 
MADE AVAILABLE TO -UDIAD 9SGOLION -EITHRIN TO TRAIN AN ADDITIONAL  EARLY 
YEARS PRACTITIONERS WITH ADDITIONAL FUNDING COMMITTED FOR FUTURE YEARS  
h#AM 7RTH 'AMv IS SETTING THE INFRASTRUCTURE FOR AN INNOVATIVE LONG TERM 
SOLUTION WHICH WILL ENSURE A CAREER PATH FOR 7ELSHMEDIUM PRACTITIONERS 
ENSURING ACCESS TO QUALIFICATIONS FROM .61 ,EVEL  TO GRADUATE AND 
POSTGRADUATE QUALIFICATIONS THROUGH PARTNERSHIP WITH #OLEG Y $RINDOD  
  4HIS TRAINING WILL ALSO BE CRUCIAL TO SUPPORT THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A NEW 
&OUNDATION 0HASE CURRICULUM FOR CHILDREN AGED  7ITH BILINGUALISM AND 
MULTICULTURAL UNDERSTANDING BECOMING A NEW !REA OF ,EARNING WITHIN THE 
&OUNDATION 0HASE CURRICULUM THERE WILL BE THE NEED FOR ADDITIONAL EARLY 
YEARS 7ELSH MEDIUM PRACTITIONERS  
  4HIS INVESTMENT WILL ALSO ASSURE NEW GENERATIONS OF 7ELSH SPEAKERS 
INTO THE FUTURE AND IS KEY TO OUR VISION OF A TRULY BILINGUAL 7ALES 
/THER REPRESENTATIVES OF CHILDCARE PROVIDERS ARE COMMITTED TO SUPPORTING 
BILINGUAL PROVISION OR IN SOME AREAS 7ELSH LANGUAGE PROVISION   
  7E RECOGNISE THAT IN SOME AREAS PARENTS CANNOT FIND ACCESSIBLE 
7ELSH MEDIUM CHILDCARE FOR EXAMPLE IN THE FORM OF FULL DAY CARE OR 
CHILDMINDING 7E PROPOSE NOW TO MONITOR 7ELSH LANGUAGE PROVISION 
SPECIFICALLY AS SET OUT IN 3ECTION  OF THIS 3TRATEGY 7E ARE REQUIRING 
#YMORTH PLANS TO DOCUMENT THEIR CONTRIBUTION TO )AITH 0AWBS VISION OF A 
BILINGUAL 7ALES AND THESE PLANS WILL INCLUDE CHILDCARE PROVISION
  !CTION 4HROUGH #HILDRENS )NFORMATION 3ERVICES WE WILL ESTABLISH 
BASELINES AND MONITOR PROGRESS IN THE PROVISION OF 7ELSH LANGUAGE AND 
BILINGUAL CHILDCARE SETTINGS IN ALL CHILDCARE SECTORS
#HILDCARE AND ETHNIC MINORITY COMMUNITIES
  4HE REGULATORY FRAMEWORK FOR CHILDCARE PROVIDERS ALREADY REQUIRES THEM 
TO HAVE EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES POLICIES (OWEVER IT DOES NOT FOLLOW THAT FORMAL 
CHILDCARE MEETS THE NEEDS OF ETHNIC MINORITY COMMUNITIES %THNIC MINORITIES 
ARE RELATIVELY UNDERREPRESENTED AMONGST CHILDCARE STAFF AND AMONGST THE 
CHILDREN THAT ARE CARED FOR 4HE #HILDCARE 7ORKING 'ROUP HEARD USEFUL 
EVIDENCE ON THIS FROM AN INDIVIDUAL REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE !LL 7ALES 
3AHELI !SSOCIATION BUT THE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT RECOGNISES THAT THERE IS A 
NEED TO CONSIDER THIS ISSUE IN MORE DEPTH !S WITH ALL PROVISION SUPPORTED 
BY PUBLIC FUNDS CHILDCARE PROVISION SHOULD BE GENUINELY INCLUSIVE AND THAT 
MEANS INVESTIGATING BARRIERS TO ETHNIC MINORITY ACCESS DIRECTLY 

  !CTION 7E WILL COMMISSION INDEPENDENT ACTION RESEARCH INTO THE 
PERCEPTIONS AND TAKE UP OF FORMAL CHILDCARE BY ETHNIC MINORITY PARENTS 
IN 7ALES
#HILDCARE AND 2URAL 2EGENERATION
  7E RECOGNISE THAT CHILDCARE FOR PARENTS IN RURAL AREAS IS LIKELY TO BE LESS 
ACCESSIBLE #HILDMINDING AND MOBILE PROVISION MAY BE AN IMPORTANT PART 
OF PROVISION IN THESE AREAS ,OCAL SCHOOLS MAY ALSO BE PART OF THE SOLUTION 
USING SPARE CAPACITY TO PROVIDE OR HOST CHILDCARE 
  #HILDCARE WILL BE CONSIDERED WITHIN THE NEW 7ALES 4RANSPORT 3TRATEGY 
AND IN GUIDANCE TO REGIONAL TRANSPORT CONSORTIA FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
NEW ROUND OF ,OCAL 4RANSPORT 0LANS IN  4HE CONSIDERATION IS LIKELY 
TO BE IN RELATION TO A BROAD ASSESSMENT OF ACCESSIBILITY TO JOBS AND SERVICES
#OMMUNITIES &IRST
  7E HAVE LONG RECOGNISED THAT IN DISADVANTAGED AREAS IT IS MORE 
DIFFICULT TO SUSTAIN FORMAL CHILDCARE ! LARGE PART OF THE REASON IS THAT PARENTS 
DO NOT PERCEIVE IT AS AFFORDABLE .EVERTHELESS THE PROVISION OF CHILDCARE 
IN THESE AREAS OFFERS FAMILIES A ROUTE OUT OF POVERTY 4HIS IS WHY THE 
#YMORTH GRANT THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTEGRATED CENTRES THE 'ENESIS 7ALES 
CHILDCARE PROGRAMME AND THE h&LYING 3TARTv INITIATIVE FOR THE EARLY YEARS ALL 
CONCENTRATE RESOURCES ON THESE AREAS )N ALL THESE CASES THE ENGAGEMENT OF 
LOCAL COMMUNITIES WILL BE CRITICAL TO THE SUCCESS OF THE INITIATIVES
  #OMMUNITIES &IRST 0ARTNERSHIPS NEED BETTER SUPPORT AND GUIDANCE TO 
RECOGNISE THE POTENTIAL VALUE OF CHILDCARE WITHIN THEIR PLANS #HILDCARE PROVIDERS 
SHOULD WORK CLOSELY WITH #OMMUNITIES &IRST 0ARTNERSHIPS TO ENSURE THAT THE 
RELEVANT SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE IN THE #OMMUNITIES &IRST AREAS 4HIS WILL ALSO 
REQUIRE A JOINED UP APPROACH WITHIN THE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT 4HE REVISED 
#OMMUNITIES &IRST 'UIDANCE WILL PROVIDE ADVICE ON THIS
  #OMMUNITIES THAT #ARE AN INDEPENDENT CHARITY IS WORKING AS PART 
OF THE #7,7- PROJECT WITH #OMMUNITIES &IRST PARTNERSHIPS TESTING OUT 
MODELS FOR SUPPORTING THE PARTNERSHIPS TO ENSURE THAT WELL EVALUATED 
CHILDCARE AND EARLY YEARS INTERVENTIONS ARE EMBEDDED IN THEIR PLANS
  !CTION !DVICE LINKING CHILDCARE WITH THE #OMMUNITIES &IRST 
PROGRAMME WILL BE CONTAINED IN THE REVISED #OMMUNITIES &IRST 'UIDANCE

   !N )NTEGRATED !PPROACH
  4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT HAS ALREADY ACKNOWLEDGED CHILDCARE TO BE 
A CROSSCUTTING ISSUE AND IN DEVELOPING OUR CHILDCARE STRATEGY WE WILL ENSURE 
THAT IT IS ALIGNED WITH OTHER RELEVANT !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT POLICIES AND 
PROGRAMMES 4HE PREVIOUS SECTIONS HAVE ALREADY HIGHLIGHTED MANY LINKS  
FROM THE &OUNDATION 0HASE TO THE 7ALES 4RANSPORT 3TRATEGY 4HEY HAVE 
HIGHLIGHTED THE IMPORTANT ROLES IN THE STRATEGY FOR LOCAL AUTHORITIES AND 
CHILDCARE PROVIDERS IN BOTH THE VOLUNTARY AND PRIVATE SECTORS )N THIS SECTION 
WE HIGHLIGHT THE %3& FUNDED #7,7- PROJECT WHICH IS ITSELF AN INTEGRATION 
OF CHILDCARE INTERESTS AND THE ROLE OF SCHOOLS IN THE STRATEGY
#7,7-
  4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT IS PLEASED TO SEE A WIDE RANGE OF 
PARTNERS COMING TOGETHER WITHIN THE #7,7- 0ROJECT FUNDED UNDER THE 
%15!, PROGRAMME 7E HAVE AGREED TO TAKE OVER LEADERSHIP OF THIS PROJECT 
FROM THE 7ELSH $EVELOPMENT !GENCY
  #7,7- #HILDCARE 7ALES ,EARNING AND 7ORKING -UTUALLY	 BRINGS 
TOGETHER SEVERAL 7ELSH CHILDCARE ORGANISATIONS #ARDIFF #OUNTY #OUNCIL  
THE 5NIVERSITY OF 'LOUCESTERSHIRE AND #OMMUNITIES THAT #ARE 
#7,7-S PRINCIPAL OBJECTIVES ARE TO CREATE AND SUSTAIN HIGH QUALITY 
ACCESSIBLE AFFORDABLE CHILDCARE PROVIDED BY QUALIFIED STAFF AND REDUCE 
GENDER INEQUALITIES IN THE CHILDCARE WORKFORCE BY PROMOTING NEW MEANS 
OF COMBATING INEQUALITIES IN THE LABOUR MARKET 4HE CONTRIBUTION OF EACH 
PARTNER INCLUDES
s  #LYBIAU 0LANT #YMRU +IDS #LUBS #OMMUNITY "USINESS 4OOLKIT
s  #OMMUNITIES THAT #ARE (IGHLIGHTING WELL EVALUATED AND 
EFFECTIVE PROVISION
s  -UDIAD 9SGOLION -EITHRIN $EVELOPING THE 7ELSH LANGUAGE SKILLS OF 
CHILDCARE STAFF
s  7ALES 0RE3CHOOL 0LAYGROUPS !SSOCIATION ,INKING SMALL CHILDCARE 
PROVIDERS WITH CORPORATE SECTOR ORGANISATIONS
s  0LAY 7ALES )MPROVING PLAYWORK PRACTICE
s  #ARDIFF #OUNTY #OUNCIL )NVESTIGATING THE SUSTAINABILITY OF CHILDCARE
s  5NIVERSITY OF 'LOUCESTERSHIRE 0ROJECT FACILITATION AND 
TRANSNATIONAL WORK
3CHOOLS AS #OMMUNITY 2ESOURCES
  4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT BELIEVES THAT SCHOOLS WILL BE AN INCREASING 
RESOURCE FOR CHILDCARE PROVISION ACROSS 7ALES

  4HE 7ELSH !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENTS VISION FOR SCHOOLS DEVELOPING 
A COMMUNITY FOCUS AND PROVIDING A WIDE RANGE OF COMMUNITY 
ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES INCLUDING CHILDCARE IS SET OUT AS A KEY AIM 
IN THE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENTS STRATEGIC DOCUMENT FOR EDUCATION 
@4HE ,EARNING #OUNTRY -INISTERS AND 7ELSH !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT OFFICIALS 
HAVE CONSISTENTLY EMPHASISED THIS MESSAGE WIDELY AT A RANGE OF EVENTS
  'UIDANCE TO ASSIST SCHOOLS AND THEIR KEY PARTNERS TO DEVELOP A 
COMMUNITY FOCUS WAS ISSUED FOLLOWING CONSULTATION BY THE  
7ELSH !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT IN $ECEMBER 
  7E HAVE MADE REGULATIONS SO THAT WHERE SCHOOL GOVERNING BODIES 
PROVIDE CHILDCARE IT IS REGISTERED AND INSPECTED IN THE SAME WAY AS OTHER 
CHILDCARE PROVISION THUS MAINTAINING THE ASSURANCE TO PARENTS THAT MINIMUM 
QUALITY STANDARDS ARE MET
  4HE 7ELSH !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT IS MAKING AVAILABLE a MILLION IN 
 TO SUPPORT THE DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNITY FOCUSED INITIATIVES 
IN SCHOOLS
,OCAL #OOPERATION
  4HE #HILDREN !CT  CREATED A STATUTORY BASIS FOR LOCAL COOPERATION 
BETWEEN LOCAL AUTHORITIES IN 7ALES KEY PARTNER AGENCIES AND OTHER RELEVANT 
BODIES IN ORDER TO IMPROVE THE WELLBEING OF CHILDREN IN THE AREA )T ALSO 
CREATED A POWER FOR THE !SSEMBLY TO REQUIRE LOCAL AUTHORITIES IN 7ALES 
TO PUBLISH A SINGLE PLAN FOR SERVICES TO CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE 
4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT HAS PUBLISHED DRAFT 'UIDANCE ON THE 
REQUIREMENTS FOR LOCAL COOPERATION 4HESE POWERS WILL PUT THE EXISTING 
#HILDREN AND 9OUNG 0EOPLES &RAMEWORK 0ARTNERSHIPS ON A MORE FIRM 
STATUTORY FOOTING SUPPORTED BY #HILDRENS 0ARTNERSHIPS AND 9OUNG 0EOPLES 
0ARTNERSHIPS FOR THE  AND  AGE GROUPS RESPECTIVELY
  #HILDCARE PLANNING AND DELIVERY SHOULD BE DRIVEN WITHIN THESE 
ARRANGEMENTS 4HE #HILDRENS 0ARTNERSHIP IS LIKELY TO HAVE PARTICULAR 
OWNERSHIP OF LOCAL CHILDCARE STRATEGY THOUGH THE 9OUNG 0EOPLES 0ARTNERSHIP 
SHOULD REVIEW THE PARTICULAR NEEDS OF YOUNG PEOPLE AGED  OUT 
OF SCHOOL HOURS 4HE DRAFT 'UIDANCE POINTS TO THE DISCRETION OF LOCAL 
PARTNERSHIPS TO CREATE SUBGROUPS AND SUCH AN APPROACH MAY BE USED TO 
GIVE CHILDCARE STRATEGY PARTICULAR FOCUS

  -ONITORING THE STRATEGY
-EASURES OF SUCCESS
  4HE 7ELSH !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT DOCUMENT h2IGHTS TO !CTIONv 
SUGGESTED THE DEVELOPMENT OF MEASURES TO MONITOR PROGRESS AGAINST 
THE #ORE !IMS 4HE #HILDCARE 7ORKING 'ROUP PROPOSED A WIDE RANGE OF 
MEASURES TO MONITOR CHILDCARE PROVISION
  7E PROPOSE TO FOCUS ON A SMALL NUMBER THAT ARE STRAIGHTFORWARD 
TO MEASURE STRATEGIC IN SCOPE AND FOR WHICH WE CAN SET REALISTIC TARGETS  
7E CONSIDER THAT THE KEY MEASURE IS THE NUMBER OF CHILDCARE PLACES AS 
REGISTERED WITH THE #3)7 4HIS IS NOT A PERFECT OR COMPLETE MEASURE BUT HAS 
CLARITY AND INDICATES THAT WE CONSIDER SUCCESS TO BE A WIDER RANGE OF SETTINGS 
WITH INSPECTED MINIMUM QUALITY
 7E WILL THEREFORE MONITOR NATIONALLY
  4HE TOTAL NUMBER OF REGISTERED CHILDCARE PLACES DIVIDED INTO
s  CHILDMINDERS
s  SESSIONAL CARE
s  FULL DAY CARE
s  OUT OF SCHOOL CLUBS
s  OPEN ACCESS PLAY
s  CRÒCHES
s  AND ANALYSED BETWEEN 7ELSH MEDIUM BILINGUAL OR NEITHER
s  MEASURED BY LOCAL CHILDRENS INFORMATION SERVICES BASED ON 
#3)7 DATA
  4HE NUMBER OF REGISTERED CHILDCARE PLACES AVAILABLE PER  CHILDREN 
AGED  IN EACH ,OCAL !UTHORITY AREA  MEASURED BY #3)7 RECORDS AND 
ANNUAL POPULATION ESTIMATES
  4AKEUP OF THE CHILDCARE ELEMENT OF 7ORKING 4AX #REDIT  MEASURED BY 
THE )NLAND 2EVENUE
  4HE PROPORTION OF DISABLED CHILDREN ACCESSING CHILDCARE PROVISION 
AS COMPARED WITH THE POPULATION IN GENERAL  MEASURED BY BIANNUAL 
0ARENTAL $EMAND FOR #HILDCARE SURVEY
  4HE PROPORTION OF CHILDREN FROM ETHNIC MINORITIES ACCESSING CHILDCARE 
PROVISION AS COMPARED WITH THE POPULATION IN GENERAL  MEASURED BY  
BIANNUAL 0ARENTAL $EMAND FOR #HILDCARE SURVEY
  4HE PROPORTION OF CHILDCARE SETTINGS ACHIEVING A RECOGNISED 
1UALITY !SSURANCE MARK  MEASURED BY CHILDRENS INFORMATION SERVICES

-ONITORING THE 3TRATEGY IN PARTNERSHIP
  4HE #HILDCARE 7ORKING 'ROUP PROVIDED AN IMPORTANT OPPORTUNITY 
TO BRING PROVIDER SOCIAL EDUCATION AND ECONOMIC INTERESTS TOGETHER 
7E NOW NEED TO MOVE FORWARD TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
h&LYING 3TARTv AND ENSURING THAT ACTION IS PART OF AN OVERARCHING VISION 
ENCOMPASSING THE &OUNDATION 0HASE THE SCHOOL BREAKFAST PROGRAMME THE 
INTEGRATED CENTRES AND #OMMUNITY &OCUSED 3CHOOLS PROGRAMME 7ITHIN THE 
h&LYING 3TARTv CONSULTATION DOCUMENT WE SET OUT THIS VISION
  7E WILL NOW PROCEED TO SET UP AN )MPLEMENTATION 'ROUP OF EXTERNAL 
PARTNERS FOR THIS 3TRATEGY TOGETHER WITH &LYING 3TART TO WORK INITIALLY FOR A 
TWO YEAR PERIOD 7HILE THE 'ROUP WILL NOT OVERSEE RELATED INITIATIVES IT WILL 
INCLUDE !SSEMBLY OFFICIALS LEADING ON THEM
  !CTION !N )MPLEMENTATION 'ROUP OF EXTERNAL PARTNERS FOR THIS 
3TRATEGY AND &LYING 3TART WILL BE SET UP

!..%8 !
3UMMARY OF !CTIONS
!CTION 4IMING
4HE !SSEMBLY WILL CONTINUE A DIALOGUE WITH $70 
IN MAKING THE CASE FOR EXTRA SUPPORT TO THE MOST 
VULNERABLE GROUPS
/NGOING
4HE .3& WILL SET STANDARDS FOR INCLUSIVE PLAY AND THE 
!SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT WILL PUBLISH ON ITS WEBSITE 
EXEMPLAR PRACTICE OF INCLUSIVE CHILDCARE AND PLAY
-ARCH 
#3)7S  YEAR STRATEGY WILL MAKE CHILDRENS 
EXPERIENCES THE CENTRAL FOCUS OF REGULATION AND 
REDUCE UNNECESSARY ADMINISTRATIVE BURDENS
-ARCH 
4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT WILL SUPPORT THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF A CONSISTENT QUALITY ASSURANCE 
METHODOLOGY ACROSS CHILDCARE AND EARLY 
YEARS EDUCATION
3EPTEMBER 
4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT HAS ASKED #3)7 AND 
%STYN TO BRING FORWARD THEIR CONSIDERED PROPOSALS FOR 
A MORE COMPLEMENTARY APPROACH IN SETTINGS WHICH 
ARE INSPECTED BY BOTH 
3EPTEMBER 
3UBJECT TO DISCUSSION WITH CHILDCARE ORGANISATIONS 
AND THE #ARE #OUNCIL FOR 7ALES WE WILL CONSULT ON 
REGULATIONS TO ENABLE THE ##7 TO OPEN ITS REGISTER TO 
EARLY YEARS AND CHILDCARE WORKERS 
-ARCH 
4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT WILL ENSURE THAT PARENTS 
WHO USE CHILDCARE WORKERS WITHIN THEIR HOME THAT 
ARE REGISTERED WITH THE #ARE #OUNCIL FOR 7ALES CAN 
ACCESS THE CHILDCARE TAX CREDIT
3EPTEMBER 
4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT WILL UNDERTAKE RESEARCH 
TO REVIEW THE RANGE OF OUT OF SCHOOL CARE AVAILABLE 
FOR CHILDREN AGED  TO  HOW IT CAN BEST IMPROVE 
CHILDRENS LONG TERM OUTCOMES AS WELL AS MEETING 
PARENTS NEEDS AND WHETHER FURTHER REGULATORY 
ACTION IS NEEDED TO ASSURE QUALITY AND CONTROL RISK    
#HILDREN WILL PARTICIPATE IN THIS RESEARCH
*UNE 
7E WILL MOUNT A COMMUNICATIONS CAMPAIGN 
WORKING WITH ALL LOCAL #HILDRENS )NFORMATION 
3ERVICES CHILDCARE PROVIDERS AND PRIMARY HEALTH 
CONTACTS TO ENSURE THEY HAVE ACCESSIBLE PROMOTIONAL 
MATERIAL TO PROVIDE TO PARENTS REGARDING THE 
7ORKING 4AX #REDIT  
*UNE 
7E WILL WORK WITH #HILDRENS )NFORMATION 3ERVICES TO 
STRENGTHEN THEIR PROFILE THROUGH A NATIONAL PUBLICITY 
STRATEGY 4HIS WILL INCLUDE THE PREPARATION NATIONALLY 
OF A h#HOOSING #HILDCAREv BOOKLET FOR PARENTS 
IN 7ALES
*UNE 

!CTION 4IMING
,OCAL !UTHORITIES WILL BE UNDER A NEW DUTY TO SECURE 
SUFFICIENT CHILDCARE SUPPORTED BY REGULATIONS AND 
GUIDANCE APPROPRIATE TO 7ALES
!PRIL 
4HE 7ELSH !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT WILL WORK WITH THE 
NEW 3ECTOR 3KILLS #OUNCIL FOR #ARE AND $EVELOPMENT 
TO CREATE A 7ORKFORCE $EVELOPMENT 0LAN FOR 7ALES
-ARCH 
4HE 7ELSH !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT WILL MAKE 
AVAILABLE PART OF THE h&LYING 3TARTv FUNDING TO 
SUPPORT WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
-ARCH 
4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT WILL ENSURE 'ENESIS 
7ALES DELIVERS ON ITS NATIONAL TARGETS 
s  4O ASSIST  PEOPLE IN THE /BJECTIVE  AREA 
s  4O INCREASE CHILDCARE PLACES BY  IN THE 
/BJECTIVE  AREA
s  4O ASSIST  PEOPLE IN THE /BJECTIVE  AREA 
s  4O INCREASE CHILDCARE PLACES BY  IN THE 
/BJECTIVE  AREA
s   COMPLETING COURSEACTIVITIES
s   OF PARENTS WITH CHILDREN UNDER  YEARS IN 
WORK FOR AT LEAST  MONTHS AFTER %3& SUPPORT
s   OF BENEFICIARIES ACHIEVING .61 LEVEL  OR 
EQUIVALENT QUALIFICATION
s   OF BENEFICIARIES ACHIEVING .61 LEVEL  OR 
EQUIVALENT QUALIFICATION
s   OF BENEFICIARIES ACHIEVING A BASIC QUALIFICATION
-ARCH 
7%&/ WILL DISSEMINATE INFORMATION WIDELY FROM 
THE MONITORING AND EVALUATION OF THE CHILDCARE 
PROGRAMMES THAT IT IS FUNDING 
-ARCH 
4HROUGH #HILDRENS )NFORMATION 3ERVICES WE WILL 
ESTABLISH BASELINES AND MONITOR PROGRESS IN THE 
PROVISION OF 7ELSH LANGUAGE AND BILINGUAL CHILDCARE 
SETTINGS IN ALL CHILDCARE SECTORS
3TARTING !PRIL 
7E WILL COMMISSION INDEPENDENT ACTION RESEARCH INTO 
THE PERCEPTIONS AND TAKE UP OF FORMAL CHILDCARE BY 
ETHNIC MINORITY PARENTS IN 7ALES
3EPTEMBER 
!DVICE LINKING CHILDCARE WITH THE #OMMUNITIES &IRST 
PROGRAMME WILL BE CONTAINED IN THE REVISED 
#OMMUNITIES &IRST 'UIDANCE
-ARCH 
!N )MPLEMENTATION 'ROUP OF EXTERNAL PARTNERS FOR 
THIS 3TRATEGY AND &LYING 3TART WILL BE SET UP
$ECEMBER 
